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Oxide Phosphors Deposited by Activated Reactive Evaporation
for ACTFEL Device Applications
Chapter 1
Introduction
The development of electronic display technologies began with the cathode ray
tube (CRT) in the 19th century. CRTs utilize electron beams operating iii a vacuum

for the emission of light. CRTs are the most mature display technology and dominate applications such as television, high-definition television (HDTV), and desktop

computers. This prevalence of CRTs is mainly because of their manufactuability at
low cost with the realization of full color. Despite such advantages, CRTs also suffer
from excessive weight and power consumption.

In the last two decades, much research has been devoted to the development
of non-CRT displays with a major objective to build a "TV-on-a-wall" or a display

that would have comparable image quality, but would be thinner and fiater than
a CRT. Commercially important non-CRT, fiat panel displays are summarized in
Table 1.1. [6, 7] Among these, liquid crystal display (LCD) technology is the most

successful and is implemented abundantly in laptop computers. However, thin-film
electroluminescent (TFEL) technology is also promising because of ruggedness, wide
viewing angle, high brightness, and addressing simplicity, even though it requires cost

and color performance improvements. TFEL displays have secured a small niche in
medical and instrumentation markets where their wide viewing angle, thin form, and
small pixel size have overcome power and full-color performance limitations.

The subject of this thesis is alternating-current TFEL (ACTFEL) displays with
inorganic oxide-based EL phosphor materials. Traditionally, oxide phosphors are not

considered as good candidates for efficient EL phosphor hosts because of their rela-

tively large bandgap and refractory nature. The bandgap of the phosphor host must

be large enough to emit visible light from luminescent centers without significant

absorption, but not too large to inhibit carrier transport across the phosphor. In

2

spite of this general belief, recently a number of promising oxide EL phosphors have

been reported and have demonstrated excellent brightness and stability. [8] Most

oxide materials are insensitive to storage and handling in air. Thus, oxide phosphors appear to hold promise for TFEL phosphor applications. Hence, the goal of
this study is to fabricate and characterize oxide EL phosphors suitable for ACTFEL

displays for the purpose of gaining more insight into their device performance and

operation. In addition, the effect of post-annealing is to be investigated in order to
enhance understanding of the relationship between EL device performance and the

crystalline nature of the oxide phosphor. The crystalline quality and stoichiometry
of the host phosphor are critical for proper luminescent center atom incorporation
into the lattice, and determine the efficiency of light emission.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of ACT-

FEL device operation and a review of previously published literature relating to
the deposition methods of oxide EL phosphors and their luminescent properties.
Chapter 3 overviews the experimental techniques employed in this study. Chapter
4 describes the in-house development of novel deposition equipment for activated
reactive evaporation (ARE) and its operation for the oxide EL phosphors fabricated

in this study. Chapter 5 presents results obtained from fabricated oxide phosphor
ACTFEL devices. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis study with conclusions
and recommendations for future work.

Table 1.1. A summary of commercially available flat panel display technologies.
Emission Display Operation

Advantages

Technology
LED

Emissive

Solid

Generate light by

(light

forward biasing a

emitting

semiconductor p-n

diode)

junction.

PDP

Emissive

High brightness.
.

Low voltage.

available.

Large size.

(plasma

electrical breakdown

Full color.

display

of gas

panel)

TFEL

No high density
XY displays.

Solid state blue

Use controlled

Gas

Disadvantages

Low efficiency.

molecules.

Emissive

Solid

Generate light as a

(thin film

result of an electric

EL)

field applied to solid

Wide viewing
angle.

Solid state,

Low efficiency.

Inadequate full
color.

materials.

VFD

Emissive

Vacuum

(vacuum

Use electron beams

Low cost.

Limited color.

operating in vacuum.

Low voltage.

Resolution.

fluorescent

Long life.

display)

LCD

Passive

Use electro-optical

Low power.

(liquid

(non-

properties of liquid

Low voltage,

of color filters

crystal

light

crystal.

Viewable in

requires strong

display)

emitting)

FED

Emissive

Liquid

bright light.
Vacuum

Use electron beams

(field

operating in

emission

vacuum.

display)

Thin, CRTlike performance.

Low transmissivity

backlight.

Least mature
technology.
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Chapter 2
ACTFEL Device Operation and Literature Review

This chapter consists of a description of ACTFEL device structures, operating

fundamentals, and materials requirements in ACTFEL fabrication. Furthermore,
the literature regarding the recent development of EL oxide phosphors is reviewed,
with special attention to deposition methods and device performance.

2.1

ACTFEL Device Structure

An ACTFEL device consists of several thin-film layers. The most critical layer

is a phosphor layer which plays a major role in EL emission. Several ACTFEL
device structures and their variants have been reported. One may categorize these
structures into one of the following three classes; 1) double-insulating-layer structure,

2) single-insulating-layer structure, and 3) variants of 1) and 2).

2.1.1

Double-insulating-layer structure

The most frequently used ACTFEL structure is a 'standard' double-insulating-layer

structure on a glass substrate where a phosphor layer is sandwiched between two
insulating layers and top and bottom electrodes. A similar structure is realized on

an opaque substrate such as Si where the EL emission is observed from the top
transparent electrode, as shown in Fig. 2.1. [9] This structure is often referred as
an 'inverted' structure. The inverted structure on Si is advantageous for fabrication
processes requiring high temperature annealing above the softening point of a glass
substrate.

5

Opaque Electrode

Insulator
Transparent Electrode

AC)

I

Phosphor

Insulator

Insulator

Phosphor

Transparent Electrode
Insulator
Glass Substrate

Opaque Electrode

Opaque Substrate

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. (a) The standard double-insulating-layer ACTFEL device structure.
(b) The inverted double-insulating-layer ACTFEL device structure.

2.1.2

Single-insulating-layer structure

Figure 2.2 illustrates a single-insulating ACTFEL device structure with a BaTiO3
ceramic sheet substrate utilized primarily for extended duration of high temperature
annealing above 1000 °C of oxide phosphors. The EL oxide phosphor layer is directly

deposited either onto a thick BaTiO3 insulating layer or onto a BaTiO3 ceramic
sheet. In the latter structure, the ceramic substrate serves a double function of

the device substrate and of an insulating layer between the substrate and the EL
phosphor. There is no second insulating layer between the phosphor layer and the

top transparent electrode. Light emission is observed from the top electrode, similar

to that of the inverted double-insulating-layer structure.

The primary reason to employ the structure shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) [8] instead of
Fig. 2.2 (b) [10] is to avoid chemical reaction of the phosphor layer with the BaTiO3

substrate during post-annealing. Xiao et al. [11] show x-ray diffraction evidence for
a chemical reaction between the phosphor and the BaTiO3 substrate. It is suggested

that the replacement of a Si substrate for the BaTiO3 ceramic sheet is beneficial to

avoid undesirable chemical interactions with the EL phosphor. Furthermore, Si is
suitable for high resolution electrodes for active / passive matrix addressing, whereas

BaTiO3 substrate is impractical to do so.

AC)
Phosphor

I

I

Transparent Electrode
I

Phosphor

BaTiO3 Insulator
BaTiO3 Insulator
I

ODanue Electrode

I

I

BaTiO3 Ceramic Sheet

(a)

Ouaaue Electrode

I

(b)

Figure 2.2. (a) Single-insulating-layer ACTFEL device structure.
gle-insulating-layer ACTFEL device structure.

(b) Sin-
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2.1.3 ACTFEL device structure variant: EL layer with a photoconductor layer
As an example of an ACTFEL device variant, an EL layer is structured in conjunction

with a photoconductive (PC) layer to form an efficient solid-state image intensifier,
shown in Fig. 2.3. [12] Even though this structure is not a focus of this thesis research,

it is noteworthy as an ACTFEL device application. The PC layer acts as a regulator
for EL emission. In the dark, the resistance of this layer is much largher than that of

the EL layer so that the applied voltage drops primarily across the PC layer. After
illumination, the resistance of the PC layer decreases and a sufficiently large electric

field is established across the EL layer to excite luminescent impurities.

Optical Image

Transparent Electrode
Photoconductor

T_____________
Transparent Electrode
Glass Substrate

Figure 2.3. ACTFEL device structure variant: Image intensifier.

2.2

ACTFEL Device Operation Basics

An ACTFEL device is often described as a high field EL device since electrons must
be accelerated by a sufficiently large electric field so that energy gained by an electron

exceeds its energy loss to phonons. Eventually these high energy electrons excite
luminescent impurities, a certain fraction of which subsequently decay radiatively,
yielding light emission.

From a circuit engineering viewpoint, a double-insulating-layer ACTFEL device

can be modelded using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.4.
capacitance of the two insulating layers

(C11

and

C12). CEL

[9] Cj

is the total

is the capacitance of the

EL phosphor layer. VA is the voltage applied to the entire device. VEL and V1 are

the voltages dropped across the insulators and phosphor, respectively.

C1, VEL, V1,

and VA are given by the following equations;

VA

Figure 2.4. Equivalent circuit model of double-insulating-layer ACTFEL device.

Cu C12

CI

(2.1)

11 + C12

VEL =
V1 =

,-

T7

(2.2)

Va,and

(2.3)

,-

Lj + EL
(7,,
C1 + CEL

VA = VI+VEL.

(2.4)
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The nature of the ACTFEL device is capacitive below the threshold voltage, Vth,

with its capacitance equal to the series combination of the phosphor and insulator
capacitances. Above Vth, current flows across the phosphor layer and may be modeled

as a parallel combination of CEL and a voltage-dependent non-linear resistor, which
behaves like a back-to-back Zenor diode. This conduction across the phosphor layer
results in EL emission.
From a device physics perspective, simple ACTFEL device operation may be visualized with the use of an energy-band diagram and the six major physical processes
shown in Fig. 2.5. {13]

injection
III.

///

2 trans port
5. electron
trapping

I impact

Fexcitation

6. optical outcoupling

4. radiativeN
recombination

Figiire 2.5. Energy-band diagram describing the device physics operation of an
ACTFEL device.

When a sufficiently large voltage is applied to the ACTFEL device, electrons trapped

at the interface between the phosphor and the insulator tunnel into the phosphor
conduction band (process 1). Then, these injected electrons gain energy from the
electric field as they transport across the phosphor layer by drift (process 2). Some
of these hot electrons impact excite luminescent impurities from ground to excited
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states (process 3). During the de-excitation process of these luminescent impurities,

relaxation energy is released, either via phonons or a photon (process 4). The excitation / de-excitation of luminescent impurities can continue as long as transported
electrons overcome the loss of collision energy and gain kinetic energy from the phos-

phor field while they travel to the opposite phosphor / insulator interface. Eventually,

transported electrons are trapped at phosphor / insulator interface states (process
5). Finally, photons generated by radiative recombination in process 4 outcouple

optically to the viewer through the top transparent electrode (process 6).

It should be noted that light output from an EL device is often affected by the
polarity of the applied voltage pulse. The second voltage pulse usually provides a
larger light output than the initial, opposite polarity voltage pulse. This occurs as a
consequence of electron accumulation at the interface due to the transfer of electrons

from the previous, opposite polarity voltage pulse. This charge is denoted 'polarization charge' and results in a polarization field which adds to that of the applied field,

thus leading to a larger light pulse response. Eventually, after a sufficient number
of voltage pulses are applied to an ACTFEL device, a steady-state polarization field

is established so that opposite polarity light pulses are expected to have identical
intensities unless there is a physical or chemical asymmetry present in the ACTFEL
device.

In Fig. 2.5, the impact process considered involves impact excitation of the lumi-

nescent center, which appears to be the operative mechanism for the most successful

and well-studied ACTFEL phosphor, ZnS:Mn. However, other impact processes are
also possible such as band-to-band impact ionization, trap-to-band impact ionization,

and impact ionization. [14] It is not clear which impact mechanisms are relevant for
oxide-based ACTFEL devices.
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Materials Requirements for ACTFEL Devices

2.3

In this section, materials requirements for ACTFEL devices with the standard double-

insulating-layer structure shown in Fig. 2.1 (a) are briefly discussed.

2.3.1

Glass Substrate

Substrate properties often put restrictions on subsequent fabrication steps, such as
high temperature annealing and chemical cleaning. Also, the surface smoothness of
the substrate influences adhesion and optical properties of the ACTFEL stack. Ono
lists five important requirements for the glass substrate: [9]
1. high transmission coefficient in the visible-light region,

2. thermal expansion coefficient that matches that of deposited films,
3. high softening temperature,
4. low or no alkali-metal content, and
5. high electrical resistivity.
Corning 7059 glass is a very popular choice for ACTFEL device fabrication since

it meets the above requirements to some extent and is cost-effective. Table 2.1 and

Table 2.2 provide a comparative analysis of glass properties among commercially
available glass substrates. [3] Strain point, annealing point, and softening point for

each substrate type are listed in Table 2.1. The high temperatur behavior of glass is
conventionally described in terms of viscosity, which is a measure of the resistance

of a liquid to flow when exposed to a shear stress. The unit of viscosity is poise,
which is equivalent to

dyne/cm2

sec. For instance, the viscosity of water at room

temperature is about 0.010 piose. 'Strain point' is the temperature at which the
internal stress is substantially relieved in four hours. This corresponds to a viscosity
of

1014.5

poise. The strain point is that temperature below which permanent strain

cannot be introduced. 'Annealing point' is the temperature at which the internal
stress is substantially relieved in 15 minutes to a viscosity of 10132 poise. 'Softening
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Table 2.1. Properties of commercially available glass substrates. [3]
Strain

Annealing
oI-

o/-

Softening

point 0

Code

Type

point

Corning

0211

550

720

7740

510

560

821

Asahi

AS

511

554

740

Asahi

AX

527

571

790

NEG

BLC

Alkali-zinc borosilicate (Microsheet)
Borosilicate (Pyrex)
Soda lime
Borosilicate
Sodium borosilicate
Barium aluminoborosilicate
Borosilicate
Alkaline-earth aluminoborosilicate
Alkaline-earth-zinc aluminoborosilicate
Alkaline-earth boroaluminosilicate
Borosilicate
Alkaline-earth-zinc-lead aluminosilicate
Alkaline-earth boroaluminosilicate
Alkaline-earth aluminosilicate
96% silica (Vycor)
Fused silica
Synthesized silica

508

Corning

535

575

775

Glass

Corning

7059

Hoya

NA45

Asahi

AN

NEG

0A2

Corning

1733

Hoya

NA35

Hoya

NA4O

Corning

1724

Corning

1729

Corning

7913

Corning

7940

Asahi

AQ

'

point

593

639

844

610

658

859

616

661

862

635

685

895

640

689

928

650

NA

NA

656

708

895

674

721

926

799

855

1107

890

1020

1530

990

1094

1580

1000

1120

1600

point' is the temperature at which the glass deforms under its own weight and where
its viscosity is approximately 107.6 poise.

Table 2.2 lists the alkali metal content of non-alkali glasses including Corning

7059. The primary factor determining the chemical durability of a glass is an ion
exchange reaction in which alkali ions in the glass are exchanged with hydrogen
atoms in the atmospheric humidity. If glasses with high alkali content are exposed

to humidity, some white deposits are formed on the glass surface. For this reason,

it is highly advisable to select a glass substrate with low alkali content, such as
borosilicates and aluminosilicates.
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Table 2.2. Alkali metal content of non-alkali glass (wt %). [3]
AS

AX

AN

BLC

0A2

7059

1733

1724

1729

Si02

72.5

72

53

71

55

49

57

57

66

A102

2

5

11

6

11

10

15

16

19

B203

NA

9

12

13

6

15

12

5

0

RO*

12

7.5

24

3

27

25

14

22

15

Na20

13.5

6.5

<0.1

8

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

<0.1

*Alkali metal oxides
2.3.2

Transparent Conducting Electrodes

The requirements for transparent conducting electrodes are high conductivity and
high transmittance in the visible portion of the electomagnetic spectrum. A indiumtin-oxide

(ITO:1n203

10 wt%

sheet resistance is 5-10

Sn02)

is almost universally used. A typical ITO

/ square. Other transparent conducting electrode options

include CdSnO3 and ZnO.

2.3.3

Insulator Layers

The chief objective of an ACTFEL insulating layer is to protect the phosphor layer

from catastrophic breakdown under high electric fields. The insulating layers must

withstand high temperature treatments during fabrication. Ono lists five insulator
requirements for reliable and efficient ACTFEL devices: [9]

1. high dielectric constant,
2. high dielectric breakdown electric field,

3. small number of pinholes and defects,

4. good adhesion, and
5. small loss tangent.
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In order to maximize ACTFEL device performance, it is essential for insulating
layers to have a high dielectric constant and breakdown electric field so that most of

the applied voltage drops across the phosphor below threshold. Possible ACTFEL
insulating materials include A1203, Si02, Y203, Ti02, Si3N4, TaO5, BaTiO3, PbTiO3

and hybrids of these materials.

2.3.4

Phosphor Layers

All EL phosphors consist of a host material and a luminescent impurity or activator.

The host material provides a lattice for activator atoms to be substitutionally incorporated. In general, the activator concentration is on the order of one percent of
the host material; this is several orders of magnitude larger than that typically used
for semiconductor doping. To effectively incorporate these luminescent impurity into

the host lattice, the ionic radii of the luminescent impurities and host lattice cation
should be similar. Examples of frequently used luminescent impurities and host
cations are given in Table 2.3. [15] It should be noted that for the most successful
ACTFEL phosphor, ZnS:Mn, the ionic radii and the valence of Zn and Mn are well
matched.

Table 2.3. Ionic radii and valence of host lattice cations and luminescent impurities.

Ionic radius of host
cation

Ionic radius of
luminescent center

(A)

(A)

Zn2+

Ca2+

Sr2+

Ga3+

0.74

0.99

1.13

0.61

Mn2+

Tb3+

Eu2+

Ce3+

0.83

0.932

1.17

1.034

In the case of valence mismatch between the host cation and the luminescent
impurity, charge compensation is usually achieved via the formation of vacancies of

the opposite type (i.e., donors or acceptors) as that of the luminescent impurity.
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[16] For instance, if a trivalent luminescent impurity substitutes for a divalent cation
(e.g., Ce3+ on a Sr2+ site), this constitutes a donor which may result in the formation

of a self-compensating Sr vacancy (which is a double acceptor); alternatively, compensation can also be achieved via co-doping with monovalent ions such as Na, K, or

Li sitting on divalent cation sites, leading to charge neutrality by extrinsic compensation. [17] This type of extrinsic charge compensating impurity is sometimes called
co-activator.

Ono summarizes the requirements for phosphor host materials and luminescent
impurities as follows. [9]

. Phosphor host material requirements:
1. A large enough band gap to emit visible light.
2. Capable of sustaining a high electric field.

3. Must withstand a post annealing temperature of 550 °C.
. Luminescent impurity requirements:

1. Be properly incorporated into host material and emit visible light.
2. Have a large cross section for impact excitation.
3. Be stable in a high electric field.

2.3.5

Metal Electrodes

Opaque / metal electrode candidate materials include Al, Mo, Ta and W. Of these,

Al is most frequently used since it is easily deposited by thermal evaporation at
about 550 °C. However, its high optical reflectivity is undesirable. The following
requirements are important for opaque electrode application: [9]

1. good adhesion to the insulating layer,
2. no metal-ion migration at high electric field,

3. no propagating breakdown, and
4. low resistivity.
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2.4

Recent ACTFEL Oxide Phosphor Materials Development

Recently, there has been much interest in the development of ACTFEL oxide
phosphor devices. In particular, zinc silicate and zinc or alkaline earth gallates with
transition metal (Mn and Cr) and rare earth (RE) luminescent impurities have been
investigated. Advantages of these oxide phosphors include their chemical stability in
air and moisture. However, they also have several disadvantages which have inhibited

them from becoming commercial ACTFEL phosphors. One serious drawback is that

these materials require high temperature processing during deposition and / or post-

annealing. Most oxide phosphors are refractory in nature and it is not possible to
deposit them by thermal evaporation using a conventional resistively-heated source.

Most oxide phosphors are amorphous as-deposited and require post-annealing at
high temperatures of over 1000 °C for more than 1 hour in order to obtain a polycrystalline thin film. Minami and his co-workers [18, 10, 19, 20] demonstrate that a
strong correlation between the level of crystallinity achieved and the ACTFEL device
brightness.

Because high temperature processing is required, a single-insillating-layer struc-

ture on a high temperature substrate or on a thin ceramic sheet, as shown in Fig. 2.2,

is usually used instead of the standard double-insulating layer structure. Another
issue with regard to oxide phosphors is that their luminance-voltage curves are much
less steep than those of sulfides.
This inefficient carrier injection of oxide phosphors can be explained as being due

to their larger effective mass and deeper interface state trap depth. For example, a
ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device has an electron effective mass of 0.18

electron rest mass. [21] In contrast,
effective mass much larger (.5
m0

m0

/3-Ga2O3

< m < 1.0

m0

where

rn0

is the

is reported to have conduction band
m0

along b-axis; 1.0

along c-axis) than the one for the ZnS device. [22]

m0

< m( < 2.0
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The electron emission rate from interface traps to the phosphor conduction band
is a strong function of the electron effective mass, as shown in the following equations:
[23]

e

=

qE

/

exp

4(2mEt)

J
where e

87rV

3qhE

(2.5)

)

qe7N

(2.6)

is the electron emision rate, E is the phosphor field, q is the electron

charge, m is the phosphor electron effective mass, h is Plank's constant,

is the

interface state density, and J is a current density. Note that the electron emission
rate depends exponentially upon the square root of the the electron effective mass.
From Eq.

2.5,

Ang

[23]

approximates the threshold field for an oxide EL phosphor

whose electron effective mass is 1.0

m0

to be about 5 MV/cm. In contrast, the

typical phosphor threshold field for ZnS:Mn device,

1.5-2.0

MV/cm. Furthermore,

the conduction band density of states also is an important physical property for
determining high-field electronic transport in ACTFEL devices.
Table

nami

et al.

2.4
[4]

[24]

summarizes ACTFEL properties of oxide phosphors explored by MiMn-activated zinc-silicate (ZnSiO4:Mn), zinc-gallate (ZnGa2O4:Mn)

and zinc-silicate with partial substitution of Si by Ge (ZnSiGei_O4:Mn) yield impressive EL brightnesses. However, one must interpret these figures with caution;
most of these oxide phosphor devices are driven at a frequency of 1 kHz and at very

large overvoltages, sometimes at a few hundred volts above their threshold voltage,

in order to attain the brightnesses reported. In contrast, for sulfide phosphors, the
brightness is typically reported at 60 Hz and at 40 volts above threshold.
Another type of promising oxide phosphor, proposed by Kobayashi and Tanaka
[15],

consists of a metal oxide (MO4)

complex ion such as (W04)2, (Mo04)2, or

(VO4)3. These are known to produce crystals with an AMO4 formula. In these
metal oxides, the metal ion is bonded tetrahedrally to four 0 ions; these

(MO4)

complex ions are considered to act collectively as luminescent impurities. Examples

of possible oxide phospher materials in this category are (YVO4), (CaWO4), and

Ifö]
ii:.]

Table 2.4. EL properties of oxide phosphors. [4]

Phosphor

Vth

E9

Lmax © 1 kHz

(volts)

(eV)

(cd/rn2)

imax

Color

CIE

CIE

(lrn/W)

Zn2Si073Ce023O4:Mn

170

4220

0.75

G

0.27

0.66

Zn2Si070e0304:Mn

110

1751

2.53

G

0.27

0.67

Zn2SiO4:Mn

160

3020

0.78

G

0.27

0.70

CaGa2O4:Mn

150

2790

0.25

Y

0.48

0.52

ZnGa2O4:Mn

135

758

1.2

G

0.08

0.68

Zn2GeO4:Mn

55

341

0.08

G

0.33

0.65

ZnAl2O4:Mn

130

21

0.01

G

0.15

0.71

Ga203:Mn

110

4.7

1018

1.7

G

0.12

0.68

CaO:Mn

390

5.5

55

0.02

R

0.60

0.39

Ge02:Mri

180

3.9

7

0.02

R

0.52

0.41

ZnGa2O4:Cr

250

8

196

0.02

R

0.58

0.40

Ga203:Cr

175

4.4

375

0.04

R

0.65

0.29

Zn2SiO4:T1

280

4.7

16

0.02

B

0.14

0.12

CaO:Pb

470

5.4

6

B

0.17

0.11

CaGa2O4:Eu

225

6.5

215

0.03

R

0.69

0.33

ZnGa2O4:Eu

130

144

0.14

R

0.57

0.39

Y203:Eu

175

62

0.01

R

0.58

0.40

Ga203:Eu

210

4.4

153

0.02

R

0.59

0.39

Gd203:Eu

235

4.7

5

R

0.52

0.35

CaGa2O4:Dy

215

5.3

30

0.02

Y

0.48

0.52

Y2SiO4:Mn

235

13

0.05

B

0.18

0.14

Sr2P2O7:Mn

145

6

0.01

W

0.33

0.27

5.4

4.4
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(PbWO4). When Mn2+ and RE3+ luminescent centers are doped into these materials, efficient non-radiative energy transfer from (MO4)

complex ions to lumines-

cent impurities takes place after the complex ions are excited by hot electrons. These
materials are known to have excellent photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence.
However, it is not clear if these materials are suitable for ACTFEL phosphor applications since ACTFEL device physics operation requires efficient electron injection and

transport under high electric fields, whereas photoluminescent and cathodolumines-

cent devices do not require efficient electron injection and transport. Zn2SiO4:Mn,
which is one of the most successful ACTFEL oxide phosphors, seems to fall into this

classification type according to Kobayashi andTanaka [15]. However, it is not clear

whether hot electron induced excitation of

(SiO4)4

and energy transfer to excite

Mn2+ are indeed the EL emission mechanism for Zn2SiO4:Mn.

For the purpose of enhancing the luminance of ACTFEL oxide phosphor devices, several multilayered ACTFEL devices have been developed which utilize yttrium oxide and oxysulfide (Y203:Eu3+, Y202S:RE3+) phosphors. These devices are

composed of multiple layers where a ZnS layer functions as a carrier injection / acceleration layer and the oxide or oxysulfide layers are used for light emission. In the

carrier acceleration layer, electrons are accelerated to an energy sufficiently large to

excite luminescent impurities in the oxide phosphor layer by impact excitation. In

this manner, rare earth luminescent impurities are excited and emit light. For this
device structure to work, one must optimize each of the layers to obtain optimal crys-

tallinity and film thickness. Each layer must achieve good crystallinity as-deposited
since a multiple layer structure composed of different material types (sulfide, oxide,

and oxysulfide) would be very difficult to post-anneal. For this reason, the substrate
temperature during oxide/oxysulfide deposition is relatively high, ranging from 450

°C to 580 °C. Suyama et al. [25] reports that when the ZnS layer is very thin
(<100

A),

the EL brightness is very low and that it increases steeply with increasing

thickness of the ZnS layer up to 500

A.

The brightness appears to saturate above

500 A. They also optimize the phosphor thickness for Y203:Eu as 250 A for each
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of the light-emitting layers. Properties of series of multilayer ACTFEL devices with
yttrium oxide and oxysulfide is summarized in Table 2.5 [25, 26, 27].

Table 2.5. Characteristics of multilayered oxide ACTFEL devices.

Insulator

Light emitting Acceleration

Multilayer

structure

layer

layer

structure

No insulator

Y203:Eu

ZnS

(Y203:Eu/ZnS)3

(250 A)

(500 A)

Y203:Eu

ZnS

(5000 A)

(6000 A)

Double

Y202S:Tb

ZnS

insulators

(1000 A)

(2000 A)

Double

Y202S:Tb

ZnS

insulators

(500 A)

(500 A)

No insulator

Brightness

137

cd/rn2

©5 kHz

Vth=llO V
ZnS/Y203:Eu

10 cd/rn2 ©10 kHz

Vth=90 V

ZnS/Y202S:Tb/ZnS

20

cd/rn2

©5 kHz

Vth-225 V
(Y202S:Tb/ZnS)g

124 cd/rn2 ©5 kHz

Vthl9O V

This multilayer approach with acceleration layers has been successfully used to

obtain a significant increase in luminescence for yttrium oxide / yttirum oxysulfide

materials if the device performance is optimized in such a manner as is indicated
in Table 2.5. However, the effectiveness of this approach is not clear if the threshold voltages of the light emitting layers and acceleration layers differ significantly

due to bandgap differences of the layer materials. Furthermore, for refractory oxide ACTFEL devices, which require high temperature annealing to achieve good

polycrystallinity, the ZnS layers may not be able to withstand the requisite heat
treatment.
It is generally believed that EL brightness and oxide phosphor crystallinity are

directly correlated. This brightness / crystallinity correlation is often supported by
annealing experiments. However, Xiao et al. [5] have developed a new performance

criterion for EL oxide phosphors, based on the crystal structure of the phosphor
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host. They correlate EL oxide phosphor performance to the fundamental atomic
arrangement of the phosphor host and to microstructural characteristics of their thin
film. Table 2.6 lists the EL performance, the crystal structure type, and the dominant

structural characteristics of some of their best performing EL oxide phosphors.

Table 2.6. Summary of performance and crystal structure of oxide EL phosphors.
[5]

EL

© 60 Hz

1rnax

(cd/rn2)

(lm/W)

Zn2SiO4:Mn

230

Zn2Si05Ge0504:Mn

Lmax

phosphor

Crystal structure Structural
type/system

features

0.80

Phenacite

Open tunnels

480

0.80

Phenacite

Open tunnels

ZnGa2O4:Mn

199

0.90

Spinel

/3-Ga203:Eu

116

0.06

0-alumina

CaGa2O4:Eu

89

0.20

Stuffed tridyrnite Filled tunnels

SrGa2O4:Tb

103

0.06

Stuffed tridymite Filled tunnels

BaGa2O4:Eu

48

0.02

Stuffed tridyrnite Filled tunnels

Ca3Ga2O6:Eu

116

0.10

Orthorhornbic

Filled tunnels

Sr3Ga2O6:Eu

260

0.10

Complex cubic

Filled tunnels

Ba3Ga2O6:Eu

199

0.09

Complex cubic

Filled tunnels

Open tunnels

Except for ZnGa2O4:Mn, all of these oxide phosphors crystallize in highly anisotropic

crystal structures, forming interconnected tetrahedra or octahedra surrounded by a
large "tunnel" which can be filled by larger atoms or left vacant They conclude that
.

the presence of the "tunnel" is a major contributor to improve hot electron transport
for EL emission. This theory is supported by their study of Ga2O3:Eu, in which EL

oxide phosphors are post-annealed at different temperatures from 600 °C to 1000
°C. They find that the optimal EL brightness and efficiency are achieved when a
thin film of Ga203:Eu is annealed at 600 °C. At this optimal annealing temperature,
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the x-ray diffraction pattern shows that the film is amorphous. This result suggests
that there is no obvious correlation between EL brightness and thin film crystallinity.
The Ga203 crystallinity continues to improve as the annealing temperature increases

up to 1000 °C, but the EL performance of the film appears to decrease beyond 600
°C in their data. They argue that for the films annealed at 1000 °C, the "tunnels" in
Ga203 are preferentially aligned in a direction perpendicular to the applied electric

field, which results in a degradation of the hot electron transport and a reduction
of the brightness and efficiency. Kitai et al. [8] report improved EL performance

of Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices doped with Cd. Cd-doped Ga203:Eu films seems to
crystallize more easily than undoped films. Ca3Ga2O6:RE is another oxide phosphor

which displays optimal EL performance when it is amorphous, after annealing at
600 °C in air for 1 hour. The findings of Kitai, Xiao and their co-workers are very
encouraging, at least for some EL oxide phosphors with certain crystallographic fea-

tures, since they can potentially be processed at lower temperatures compared to
that of other refractory oxide materials. However, the long annealing time remains a
major issue even for these promising materials since they require an anneal of at least

1 hour, either in air or Ar. Hence, rapid thermal annealing at reduced temperature
should be investigated in order that relatively inexpensive glass substrates such as
Corning 7059 may be used.
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Deposition Methods for ACTFEL Oxide Phosphor Materials

2.5

This section reviews some of the thin film deposition methods used to fabricate
ACTFEL oxide phosphor devices.

2.5.1

Czochralski Growth

The Czochralski method is probably the most expensive, and time-consuming method

used for ACTFEL device deposition. Therefore, it is least frequently employed unless single crystal growth is a chief research objective. A Czochralski growth system

consists of a crucible heated by a surrounding coil, as shown in Fig. 2.6. [28] The

crucible is loaded with polycrystalline chunks of the source material and a small
concentration of impurities. First, they are heated to the liquid state and a seed

crystal is positioned to just touch the surface of the liquid material. Crystal growth

starts as the seed is slowly raised above the melt. The surface tension between the
seed and the melt causes a thin film of the melt to stick to the seed and cool down.

During cooling, the atoms in the melt orient themselves to the crystal structure of
the seed. The crystal orientation of the seed is propagated in the growing crystal. To

achieve doping uniformity, the seed and crucible are rotated in opposite directions
during the entire crystal-growing process.
In ACTFEL research, single crystals of /3-Ga203 with chromium are Czochralski
grown [29] from the melt in a iridium crucible for the purpose of studying the effects of

electron capture by the impurity centers. The Czochralski method is used because the

preparation condition of the thin film determines whether crystals of the compound

are insulators or n-type semiconductors. The study concludes that there are many
shallow donor levels and a high free-electron concentration in freshly grown single
/3-Ga203:Cr, and the chromium in ,@-Ga203:Cr produces electron trapping levels of
depth 0.65 eV.

Rotating Chuck

al

Heating Coils

0
0
0
0
Crucible
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 2.6. Czochralski growth system.

2.5.2

Electron Beam Evaporation

Vacuum evaporation is used for the deposition of metals and semiconductors inside

an evacuated chamber which can be a quartz bell jar or a stainless steel enclosure.

A simple vacuum evaporator is shown in Fig. 2.7 (a)

[30].

Vacuum is required

for a number of reasons. First, chemical considerations are important. If any air
(oxygen) molecules are in the chamber during the deposition, an oxide could form.
This is often undesirable. A second requirement for vacuum deposition is a uniform
coating. When the pressure is sufficiently reduced, the mean free path of the coating

atoms is increased to exceed the dimensions of the chamber. This situation ensures

that depositing atoms strike the substrate before hitting each other and causing
nonuniform deposition.
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Two methods of evaporation are used for ACTFEL fabrication: thermal evaporation, and electron beam (E-beam) evaporation. Thermal evaporation is the eas-

iest and least expensive method, but it is not very controllable due to temperature
variations along the filament. Another drawback is that contaminants in the source
materials or on the filament are evaporated onto the substrate. Thermal evaporation
is not usually used for ACTFEL oxide phosphor deposition since oxide phosphors are

refractory in nature and a simple thermal evaporation system cannot supply enough

current to liquify / vaporize the materials.
The need for evaporation control and low contamination led to the development
of the E-beam evaporation source illustrated in Fig. 2.7 (b). [28] This E-beam source

consists of a water-cooled copper crucible with a center cavity to hold the coating
material. At the side of the crucible is a high-temperature filament. A high current

is passed through the filament, which, in turn, boils off electrons. The negatively
charged electrons are bent by 180 to 270 degrees by a magnet so that the electron

beam strikes the center of the charge in the cavity. Water cooling maintains the
outer edge of the charge as a solid, thus preventing contamination from the crucible

during evaporation. However, E-beam evaporation is less useful for the deposition
of alloys since each element has a different evaporation rate at a given temperature

and results in a film with poor stoichiomery. This issue can be resolved by using
multiple E-beam guns to co-evaporate multiple source materials.
The multilayered ACTFEL yttrium oxide / oxysulfide materials discussed in the
previous section are fabricated by multisource E-beam deposition.

2.5.3

RF Magnetron Sputtering

RF magnetron sputtering appears to be the preferred method for depositing oxide
phosphor thin films since it is a process that can deposit any material onto any sub-

strate, regardless of the refractory nature of the film. The majority of the ACTFEL
oxide films reviewed in this chapter are deposited using this method.
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Figure 2.7. (a) A diffusion pumped vacuum evaporator. (b) E-beam evaporation
source.

Sputtering takes place in vacuum, like evaporation. Inside the vacuum chamber

is a solid slab, called a target, of the desired film material. The target is electrically
grounded. Normally, argon (Ar) gas is introduced into the chamber and is positively

ionized. Positively charged Ar atoms are attracted to the grounded target and accel-

erate toward it. During the acceleration they gain momentum and strike the target.

At the target, momentum transfer from the striking Ar atoms to the target atoms
causes them to scatter by being knocked off from the target into the chamber, and
eventually come to rest on the substrate. This is a key feature of sputtering, whose

nature is physical rather than chemical. The target material is deposited onto the
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substrate without chemical or compositional change. A typical chamber pressure
during sputter deposition is about 1 mtorr or above.

There are several advantages of sputtering compared to vacuum evaporation.

One is attainment of the stoichometry of the target material composition.

The

problem of evaporating alloys described in E-beam evaporation section is not an
issue in sputter deposition. Step coverage is also improved with sputtering. Whereas
evaporation proceeds from a point source, sputtering is from a planar source. Target

materials are sputtered from every point on the target with material arriving at the

substrate holder with a wider range of angles to coat the substrate surface. Step
coverage is improved by rotating or moving the substrate holder and by heating the

substrate. Adhesion of the sputtered film to the substrate surface is also improved
compared to evaporation. The higher energy of the arriving atoms leads to a better
sticking, and the plasma environment inside the chamber has a scrubbing action of
the substrate surface through ion bombardment, which enhances adhesion.

Among various sputtering modes, such as direct current (DC) diode sputter-

ing, radio frequency (RF) diode sputtering, triode sputtering, and RF magnetron
sputtering, RF magnetron sputtering is overwhelmingly favored for ACTFEL oxide
phosphor deposition.
The use of RF sputtering is necessary for the deposition of nonconducting target

materials, yet can be also used for conductors. The negative polarity of an RF generator is connected to the target and ionization of the gas takes place near the target

surface without requiring a conductive target. A diode sputtering configuration is
not as efficient as a magnetron sputtering configuration since with diode sputtering,
electrons tend to escape into the chamber and do not contribute to the establishment
of the plasma necesary for deposition. On the other hand, magnetron sputtering systems use magnets behind and around the target as shown in Fig. 2.8. These magnets

capture and confine electrons to the front of the target. Hence, a magnetron system
is more efficient and results in increased deposition rates. The resulting ion current

and density of ionized gas atoms hitting the target are increased by an order of
magnitude over a conventional diode sputtering system. More advanced sputtering

systems have load-lock capabilities. A load-lock is a sub-chamber where a partial
vacuum is created so that the deposition chamber is maintained at vacuum all times,

which leads to higher throughput and less contamination.

Magnetic Field

Target (cathode)

.

.
.SS
.

Plasma glow region

Sputtered atoms

ED
Substrate

Figure 2.8. Magnetron sputtering.

2.5.4

Sol-Gel Dip Coating

A novel deposition method for ACTFEL oxide phosphors , which has been recently
employed by Minami et al. [31], is sol-gel dip coating. Contrary to most ACTFEL
thin film deposition approaches which use vacuum technology, the dip coating method

consists of depositing a thin film through a repeated process of dipping a ceramic
substrate into some chemical solution, and drying it in a furnace.
This method is known as being the most economical for producing high temper-

ature ceramic coatings. It is also gaining much attention in LED research for thin
film coating on a substrate with organic polymers to increase the efficiency of light
emission while reducing cost and minimizing environmental hazards.

The dip coating procedure normally consists of five steps: immersion of the sub-

strate into the liquid sol, removal of the substrate from the coating bath, deposition

of the liquid sol onto the substrate, drainage of excess sol, and evaporation of solvents from the gel network. [32] The last step sometimes involves firing the deposit

to obtain a consolidated and adherent coating on the surface. The most important
parameter is that of the composition of the solution from many possible combinations

of chemical compounds. The size and extent of branching of the solution clusters
and the relative rate of evaporation and condensation during film deposition affects
the integrity of the final film.

In the Ga203 phosphor study by Minami et al., they used a thick BaTiO3 ce-

ramic sheet substrate and dip-coat it using a solution of gallium acetylacetonate
(Ga(C5H702)3) and chromium acetylacetonate (Cr(C5H702)3) or chlorides dissolved

in methanol. The coated substrate is heated in atmosphere for 30 seconds at 800 °C.

They repeat this process 20 to 30 times to obtain a film thickness of 1-2 1um. They
further compare the device performance of Ga2

03

phosphor thin films deposited by

the dip coating method with ones prepared by RF magnetron sputtering, and report
that luminances of the former films were always higher than the latter.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Technique

This chapter covers the experimental setup and techniques used to electrically
and optically characterize ACTFEL devices, including thin film measurement methods.

3.1

Device Structure

In this thesis work, three types of substrates are utilized for different purposes. They

are silicon, fused silica, and Corning 7059 glass substrates. A phosphor layer is di-

rectly deposited onto the first two types of substrates for thin-film measurements.
Corning 7059 glass substrates are used for ACTFEL device fabrication with a stan-

dard double-insulating layer structure, as described in Fig. 2.1.
Silicon wafers are used for ellipsometry and for examination of film uniformity.

Fused silica substrates are used for x-ray diffraction and transmittance measurements. They are amorphous and transparent. since the substrates are amorphous,

the x-ray diffraction noise is minimized. In addition, theese substrates withstand
high temperature treatments as shown in Table 2.1, and thus are very useful in investigating the relationship between the annealing temperature and the crystallinity
of the thin film.
The substrates for ACTFEL device fabrication are provided by Planar America,

Inc., and are pre-coated with ITO and ATO. The rest of thin-film layers comprising
the ACTFEL device structure are deposited at Oregon State University. A phosphor

layer is deposited using the ARE system described in Chapter 4. Following thermal
evaporation of fluxing materials, the substrate is furnace-annealed in air for 1-3 hours

to incorporate impurities and to improve the crystallinity of the host lattice. The top
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insulator film,

SiOXNY

is deposited by PECVD, using a process which is developed

by Keir. [33] The top electrode, Al, is thermally evaporated.

3.2

Thin Film Characterization

The most elementary but important thin film measurement is film thickness. Accuracy of the film thickness measurement affects many aspects of optical and electrical

characterization, as described in later sections. Two thickness measurement methods are employed in this thesis: profilometry and ellipsometry. Additionally, x-ray
diffraction analysis is used to identify both the chemical composition and the crystalline phase of these compounds. Furthermore, optical transmissions and absorption

measurements are taken to quantify the degree of transparency of a phosphor layer,

and to estimate the band gap of the phosphor material.

3.2.1

Profilometer Measurements

An Alpha-step 100 manufactured by KLA-Tencor instruments is used to measure

the film thickness immediately after an ACTFEL thin film is deposited. This sys-

tem is equipped with a viewing microscope, a motor driven diamond stylus, and
analog electronics to detect and amplify the transducer signals. It can measure a
small vertical feature using a stylus scanning across the surface contour of the thin

film. The position height of the stylus generates an analog signal and the vertical
dimension of the output is displayed onto the chart paper. The measurement system

accommodates a sample of maximum diameter of 125 mm (5 inch) and maximum
thickness of 10 mm (.40 inch). [34] The accuracy of this system is good within a
tolerance of about 500 - 1000

A.

It is problematic to measure non-uniform films since

the horizontal scanning range of the system does not encompass the full width of an

ACTFEL sample. Also, relatively thin films whose thickness is less than 1000 A, are

difficult to measure due to resolution of the system.
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3.2.2

Ellipsometer Measurements

Ellipsometry is a highly sensitive, non-destructive optical technique for characterizing

thin films. It provides more information and accuracy than profilometers, but still

the profilometer measurement is necessary to provide an film thickness estimate
for an ellipsometer measurement. Gaertner Scientific Corporation Model L125A
ellipsometer is used for this project.

An ellipsometer measures the change in the polarization state of light, which is
viewed as a type of electromagnetic wave, upon reflection from a sample film.

[35]

A simple ellipsometer system configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

Light source

Detector
Polarizer
Analyzer

Quarter-wave plate

Ne

Sample

Figure 3.1. A simple system configuration of an ellipsometer.

The polarization of a light beam refers to the direction of oscillation of the wave

relative to the direction of propagation. Most light is unpolarized, and contains
waves oscillating in all directions perpendicular to its direction of travel. Polarized

light is emitted by certain sources, or can be created by passing unpolarized light
through a crystal that transmits only a certain polarization.
In ellipsometry, polarized light striking a sample film at a non-perpendicular angle, 0, is described as a linear combination of light oscillating in the plane of incidence

(p-polarized light) and light oscillating perpendicular to the plane of incidence (spolarized light). Upon reflection from the sample film, the incoming polarized light
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will change in intensity and phase. Ellipsometry does not measure film thickness

directly. Instead, it measures the ratio of the intensities of these p- and s- components of the reflected light and the phase change introduced,

L.

The fundamental

equation of ellipsometry is:

= tanWe

(3.1)

where R is the intensity of the reflected light polarized parallel to the plane of
incidence, and R is the intensity of the reflected light polarized perpendicular to
the plane of incidence. Hence, tan iJ is the ratio of the amplitudes of the p- and s-

components of the reflected light, and

is the phase difference that occurs upon

reflection.

These measured quantities are used in mathematical models to calculate film
properties such as thickness, index of refraction, and extinction coefficient. The
index of refraction, n, is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed

of light in a material. The extinction coefficient, k, is related to the absorption of

light in the material. Both

n

and k vary with wavelength (.\). The n(A) and k\)

dispersion parameters of a material is sometimes useful for material characterization.

3.2.3

X-ray Diffraction Analysis

X-ray diffraction is used to obtain information about the structure, composition, and
state of polycrystalline materials. Samples may be in the form of powders, solids, or
films. A schematic of an x-ray diffractomer is shown in Fig. 3.2. {36}

Diffractomer operation may be understood as follows. If a beam of monochromatic x-ray radiation is directed at a crystalline material, one observes reflection or

diffraction of the x-rays at various angles with respect to the primary beam. The
relationship between the wavelength of the x-ray beam, ), and the angle of diffraction, 20, and the distance between each set of atomic planes of the crystal lattice, d,
is given by the Bragg condition:
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Figure 3.2. A schematic of an x-ray diffractometer.

n\

2dsiriO

(3.2)

where ii represents the order of diffraction. From this equation, the interplanar
distance of the crystalline material under study can be calculated. The interplanar
spacings depend on the dimension of the crystal's unit cell whereas the intensities of
the diffracted rays are a function of the placement of the atoms in the unit cell as well

as film thickness. The x-ray pattern of the crystalline substance can be considered

as a fingerprint that each crystalline material has. With this unique diffraction
pattern, unknown compounds are identified by using stored library information in
micro computer equipped with most of x-diffractometers. In this study, a Seimens
diffractometer D5000 is used for all of diffraction measurements.
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Transmittance and Band Gap Measurements

3.2.4

Optical transmission and absorption measurements constitute one of the most important means of determining the band structure of semiconductors. Photon-induced
electronic transitions can occur between different bands, allowing for a determination

of the energy band gap. The optical absorption coefficient () of semiconductors is
determined by transmission measurements. In this study, an HP 8452A UV/Visible
diode array spectrometer is used for optical measurements. Figure 3.3 (a) ilustrates
the change in intensity of a light beam passing through a thin-film whose thickness

is d. The following symbols in Fig. 3.3 (a) signify the respective intensities of the
light beam:
10

:

Incident intensity
Reflected intensity

Entrance intensity

Exit intensity
It
d

:

:

Transmitted intensity
Film thickness

0

Length

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. (a). Change in the intensity of a light beam passing through a film of
thickness, d. (b). Multiple reflection of a light beam at the surface of a film.
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Light intensity, I is incident from the left of the film. Some reflection occurs at

the surfaces. The intensity is attenuated exponentially inside the film. The internal

transmittance

(r2)

is formulated as [37]

Ieexp(cd),

= I(1

(3.3)

R), and

=

(3.4)

end.

(3.5)

where ci is the absorption coefficient and R is the reflectivity. Accounting for multiple

reflections, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (b), assuming that the absorption coefficient and index of refraction (n) are constant over the wavelength

interval, the transmittance

(T) and reflectance (R) are given by [38]

T=

_-]e2d,and

(3.6)

(1n)2+k2
(1 +n)2 + k2

R
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The absorption coefficient is related to the extinction coefficient (k) by

o=

271k

(3.8)

Note that if the reflectance is negligible, the overall transmittance becomes equal to

the internal transmittance.

The band gap (Eg) of a film is estimated by measuring the absorption coeffi-

cient as a function of the photon energy

(h/v = hc/A; h

= Plank's constant, c =

speed of light, ..\ = wavelength). Light with energy higher than the band gap is absorbed when incident on the film. Near the absorption edge, the absorption coefficient

can be expressed as
a

(hu

Eg)7.

The exponent 'y, is determined by the band structure of the film as follows,
for allowed, direct transitions

=

for forbidden, direct transitions
2

for indirect transitions

(3.9)
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When c

is plotted against hv, the extrapolated intercept on the hi' axis yields an

estimate of the band gap of the sample film. Such a plot is sometimes referred to as

a Tauc plot. Alternately, some researchers may choose to plot (cd), or (ohv)Y
as a function of hi'. Depending upon the choices on the y-axis, the estimated slope
of the corresponding Tauc plot is slightly different. However, regardless of variants

on the y-axis, the bandgap is estimated similarly since it is given by the intercept

on the hi' axis. In this study,

(cd)

versus hi' is plotted since the spectrometer

readily provide the quantity of

(od).

Also, there is some uncertainty associated with

the film thickness due to its non-uniformity, (cd)

is chosen instead of c

on the

y-axis.

3.2.5

Electron Microprobe Analysis (EMA) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Electron microprobe analysis (EMA) is a powerful analytical technique for determining the identifity and abundance of elements present in a sample. EMA consists

of electron bombardment of a sample surface and detection of x-ray emission from

the sample. The electrons are generated from a glowing filament, and accelerated
toward the sample using a high voltage. X-rays result from these incoming electrons

knocking inner shell electrons out of atoms in the sample. As outer electrons drop
into the inner shell vacancy, they are obliged to dispose of their excess energy, often

as an x-ray photon. Since each element has its own unique set of energy levels, the

emitted photons are indicative of the element that produced them. X-rays are detected by a wavelength dispersive spectrometer, which differentiates between x-ray

photons based on their wavelength. The analyzer is set up to diffract the x-rays
coming from the sample off of one of several crystals and onto a suitable detector. A

simplified schematic of a wavelength dispersive spectrometer x-ray detector system
is displayed in Fig. 3.4. [38] A wavelength dispersive spectrometer has high energy
resolution because only a small range of wavelength is detectd at a time; on the other

hand, this makes a detection process slow. Detection of carbon, oxygen, and nitro-
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gen is difficult because of their low x-ray yield and the fact that these are common
contaminants in a vacuum system.

Electron beam

Wavelength dispersive spectrometer detector

Crystal

/y

Amplifier

Proportional
counter

Sample

Figure 3.4. A simplified schematic of a wavelength dispersive spectrometer x-ray
detector system.

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to assess sample morphology.

SEMs are smililar to the electron microprobe technique in that a focused electron
beam is used to probe the surface of samples. The major difference between these two

analytical techniques is that in the microprobe analysis, x-ray emission characteristic

of a specific element is detected and used for compositional analysis. In SEMs, the
secondary electrons resulting from the incident electron beam are detected and their
density is used to display the image of the surface structure. SEMs have a much larger

magnifying capability than that of a conventional light microscope. Therefore, SEMs
are most commonly used to view the surface morphology of thin films during failure

analysis, or to determine device dimensions in IC manufacturing. [38]
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Optical Characterization of ACTFEL Devices

3.3

The most commonly utilized measures of success for ACTFEL device performance

in terms of optical characterization are the luminance or brightness, the efficiency,
and the color coordinates expressed in the GTE color coordinate system.

3.3.1

Luminance-Voltage (L-V) Characterization

A luminance-voltage (L-V) curve is sometimes referred as the brightness-voltage
(B-V) curve. Normally, the brightness of ACTFEL devices is measured by applying
waveforms of which amplitude is steadily increasing. The optical measurement of the

luminance is performed with a photomultiplier which usually reports the measured
brightness in either foot-Lambert

(ft

L)

or a candelar per square meter (cd/rn2).

[9] The GTE coordinates of x and y plane are also calculated upon measuring the
brightness, where the color of the ACTFEL device is mapped in the two dimensional

plane. The GTE color coordinates are most useful for the optical characterization of
ACTFEL devices to access the quality of the chromaticity available from a full-color
display utilizing the ACTFEL device in question. [33] 1

ft

L is equivalent to 3.426

cd/rn2. [9]

A typical L-V curve is shown in Fig. 3.5. The behavior of L-V characteristics is
influenced by various factors such as driving waveforms, driving frequency, ambient
temperature, and phosphor layer thickness. As Fig. 3.5 indicates, above the threshold

voltage, brightness sharply increases due to an increase in the transferred charge in
the phosphor layer which results from tunnel injection of electrons from trap states at

the phosphor / insulator interface. In order to enhance the luminance, luminescent

impurities need to be excited by hot electrons. Furthermore, the brightness and
efficiency strongly depend upon the luminescent impurity concentration. Once an
optimum concentration level is reached, the brightness and efficiency start to decline

with increasing luminescent impurity density due to concentration quenching.
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Figure 3.5. A luminance-voltage curve.

3.3.2

Efficiency-Voltage (ij-V) Characterization

A luminous efficiency, ij, is expressed in terms of the luminance, L (cd/rn2), and the
input power density,

Pt,-,

(W/rri2): [9]

71=qr*-

(3.10)

The unit of luminous efficiency is lumens per Watt (lm/W). The input power,

Pj7., can

be assessed from the instantaneous voltage and current over one period of operation,
T: [9]
TIT

O

v(t) * i(t)
A

dt

(3.11)

In order to obtain and report a reliable and consistent efficiency metric, types
of the driving voltage and the overvoltage value used during efficiency measurement
must be standardized. An example of an efficiency-voltage curve is given in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. An efficiency-voltage curve.

3.4

Electrical Characterization of ACTFEL Devices

Several methods of electrical characterization are employed to understand the physics

of ACTFEL devices.

In this section, the four major electrical characterization

techniques used at Oregon State University are discussed: charge-voltage (Q-V),

capacitance-voltage (C-V), internal charge-phosphor field (Q-F), and maximum
charge-maximum applied voltage (QmaxVmax) analyses.

3.4.1

Experimental Setup

The operation of an ACTFEL device depends on the nature of the AC driving waveform used; sine wave, triangular wave, or bipolar trapezoidal voltage waveforms are

typically used. Most commonly, electrical characterization measurements are performed at Oregon State University using a bipolar trapezoidal waveform. The measurement circuit used for the electrical characterization of ACTFEL devices consists
of a Wavetek model 395 arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), a custom-build bipo-

lar high voltage amplifier, a current-limiting resistor, Rserjes, the ACTFEL device
under test, and a sense capacitor,

Cie, as

shown in Fig. 3.7. [13, 33, 39, 40]
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v1(t)

e

Figure 3.7. The circuit used for electrical characterization of an ACTFEL device.

The AWG is used to create the driving waveform with a maximum amplitude
of 5 volts. The custom-built amplifier is comprised of two Apex high voltage amplifiers and a switching network, and is used to amplify the output of the AWG to

a maximum amplitude of about 300 volts.

Rserjes

is placed in the circuit to limit

the current to the ACTFEL device and to prevent catastrophic breakdown. C sense

is used to reflect information about the ACTFEL device across its terminal. The
voltages (v2(t), and v3(t)) across the ACTFEL device are monitored by a Tektronix
model TDS42OA digitizing oscilloscope. Both the AWG and digitizing oscilloscope

are connected to a personal computer through a GPIB interface for semi-automatic
experimental control arid data acquisition.

The bipolar waveform is shown in Fig. 3.8. It consists of a 1 kHz sequence of
bipolar pulses with rise and fall times of 5 s and a pulse width of 30 s. The A-J

labels on the applied waveform in Fig. 3.8 signify certain important measurement

points on the time axis. Point A and E represent the leading and training edges of
the positive pulse. Point B and G represent turn-on points in the waveform where

the device begins conducting charge. Point C and D represent the beginning and
ending of the portion of the waveform at which the applied voltage is at its maximum
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Figure 3.8. The bipolar trapezoidal voltage waveform.

for a positive pulse. Point F through J are analogous points for the negative pulse. It
should be noted that the polarity of the applied voltage pulse is defined with respect

to the top electrode (i.e., the electrode farthest away the substrate).

3.4.2

Charge-Voltage (Qext-V) Characterization

A Charge-voltage (Q-V) analysis is accomplished by plotting qext(t) versus
qext(t)

VEL(t).

is obtained by measuring the voltage across the sense capacitor. Note that

qext(t) is the transient charge measured externally with respect to the ACTFEL.
vEL(t)

is the voltage drop across the sense capacitor. q1(t) and VEL(t) are calculated

from the following equations:

qext(t)

=

Csense * v3(t)

(3.12)

VEL(t)

=

v2(t)

(3.13)

v3(t)

A typical Q-V curve is shown in Fig. 3.9 with important points, various charges

and voltages labeled. The A-J labeling scheme is identical to that introduced in
Fig. 3.8.

Q0i is the externally measured polarization charge which corresponds to the
charge left at the interface after the applied voltage becomes zero. Q0 gives rise to
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Figure 3.9. A charge-voltage curve.

an internal polarization field, cr01, at the end of the voltage pulse.

6pol

is given by

[41]:

E0i

Qgv

(3.14)

and C, are the dielectric constant and capacitance of the phosphor, respec-

where

tively, A is the device area, and
Qcond

C2

is the total insulator capacitance.

is the total charge transported across the phosphor layer while it is con-

ducting and gives rise to the EL emission.

Qleak

is the leakage charge arising from

the emission of electrons from interface states during the zero voltage portion of

the waveform. This is a measure of the amount of charge movement due to the
polarization field. An increase in the leakage charge reduces the polarization field.
V0

is the turn-on voltage at which conduction of electrons across the ACTFEL

device is initiated. The turn-on and threshold voltages are different in that the

magnitude of the turn-on voltage depends on the polarization charge, hence the
maximum applied voltage, whereas the threshold voltage is not a function of the
maximum voltage applied. [13, 33, 39, 401
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From a Q-V curve, one can readily obtain the device capacitance in various
operation regimes by examining the slope of the Q-V curve since capacitance relates
to charge and voltage as:
dQ
dV

The total device capacitance,

C1,

(3.15)

is obtained by calculating the slope in the A-B

region of a Q-V curve. The insulator capacitance of an ACTFEL device is found
from the slope of a Q-V curve in the B-C region.

3.4.3

Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) Characterization

A capacitance-voltage (C-V) curve is generated by plotting the dynamic capacitance

of an ACTFEL device versus the voltage across its terminals during the rising edge

of the applied voltage waveform. The dynamic capacitance is determined by the
following relations:

c=

i (t)
d{v2(t)v3(t)] ,

and

(3.16)

dt

i(t) =

dq1
(3.17)

dt

A typical C-V curve is shown in Fig. 3.10. It should be noted that the capacitance

for smaller applied voltages corresponds to the total capacitance of the ACTFEL
device, C1. Above the turn-on transition, the capacitance is equal to the insulator
capacitance, C, if a sufficiently large conduction current flows so that the phosphor
layer is shorted. [13, 33, 39, 40, 41]

3.4.4

Internal Charge-Phosphor Field (Q1-F) Characterization

Internal charge-phosphor field (Q-F) analysis is developed to overcome limitations
of Q-V analysis associated with having both the external and internal charge plotted

on the same curve. From a device physics point of view, it is more informative to
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Figure 3.10. A capacitance-voltage curve.

plot the phosphor field on the x-axis and the internal charge on the y-axis. The
internal charge and the phosphor field are calculated using the following equations:

ci+cp
qt(t)

f

qt(t)

=

1

d

C[v2(t)

v3(t)], and

(3.18)

Iqext(t)

I

L

C

[v2(t)

v3(t)]].

(3.19)

where C and C, are the total insulator capacitance and the phosphor capacitance,
respectively, qext(t) is the charge measured across

Csense,

[v2(t)-v3(t)] is the exter-

nal voltage measured across the ACTFEL device, and d is the phosphor thickness

obtained from thin-film measurement. An example of Q-F curve is displayed in
Fig.

3.11.

The same A-J labeling scheme is used as in Fig.

3.8

and Fig.

3.9.

As indicated

the same type of charges can be observed from a Q-V or a Q-F curve.

in Fig.

3.9,

In Fig.

3.11,

Qmax and Qretax charges are additionally shown. Qmax is termed the

maximum charge measured at the maximum applied voltage across the sense capac-

itor. Qreiax is the relaxation charge that flows across the phosphor during the time
when the applied voltage is constant at its maximum value.

F88

is the steady-state
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Figure 3.11. An internal charge-phosphor field curve for an evaporated ZnS:Mn
ACTFEL device.

field, which is constant or nearly constant during the rising portion of the applied
voltage waveform above turn-on.

The accuracy and reliability of device physics information extraction from a Q-

F curve is to a great extent dependent upon how accurately C, C, and d are
known. Any uncertainty in the phosphor thickness is reflected as an uncertainty
in the scaling of the x-axis of the Q-F curve. Inaccuracies in an estimate of these
capacitance distort the shape of the Q-F curve.
The extent of field-clamping is evaluated by plotting Q-F curves for three different voltages above threshold (Vmax2O, 40, 60 V above threshold). If the steady-

state field,

F88,

is identical and independent of the maximum applied voltage, the

ACTFEL device is considered to have a strong field-clamping. [13, 33]

3.4.5

Maximum Charge-Maximum Voltage

A maximum charge-maximum applied voltage

(QinaxVmax) Characterization

(QmaxVmax) curve provides two im-

portant device physics parameters; the electrical threshold voltage, and the charge
transfer efficiency. An example of a QmaxVmax curve is shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.12. A maximum charge-maximum applied voltage curve for an evaporated
ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

The maximum charge is measured and plotted against the maximum applied
voltage which is swept from some voltage below threshold to about 60 V above the
threshold. Both the maximum internal charge, Qmax, or the maximum external

charge, Qnax, can be plotted for this type of analysis; typically Qax is used since a
Qnaxmax curve provides information about the pre-threshold displacement charge.
The intercept of a QmaxVmax curve is equal to the threshold voltage. This threshold

voltage tends to correlate with the optical threshold accessed from a luminancevoltage curve.

The slope of a QmaxVrnax is an indicator of the charge transfer

efficiency of an ACTFEL device. The pre-threshold slope of QaXVmaX curve is

equal to the total capacitance of the device. The post-threshold slope of a
Vmax curve corresponds to the insulator capacitance for an ideal ACTFEL device.

However, most ACTFEL devices exhibit a QaxVma slope just about threshold
which is significantly larger than that of the insulator capacitance (e.g. see Fig. 3.12);

this large post-threshold Qnaxiiiax slope is evidence that space charge is present in
the phosphor. [13, 33, 39]

As discussed above, the slope of a QaxVmax curve provides information about

the physics of ACTFEL device operation. Therefore, it is often useful to plot
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Figure 3.13. A transferred charge capacitance curve of an evaporated ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device.

dQiajdVmax versus Vmax; such a plot is often referred to as a transferred charge

capacitance curve since the derivative of charge with respect to voltage defines a
dynamic capacitance. A transferred charge capacitance curve is shown on Fig. 3.13.
Noted from Fig. 3.13 that the threshold voltage is very well defined, the pre-threshold

capacitance corresponds to the total capacitance, the post-threshold capacitance cor-

responds to the insulator capacitance for overvoltages greater than about

40

V, and

the near post-threshold capacitance exhibits significant overshoot associated with
space charge formation.
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Chapter 4
Development of an Activated Reactive Evaporation (ARE) System

In this chapter, first, an overview of activated reactive evaporation (ARE) process is

described and some of its advantages over reactive sputtering are briefly discussed.

Next, several ARE system variants are reviewed from the previously published literature. Finally, the in-house development of an ARE system for ACTFEL oxide
phosphor synthesis is presented.

Literatnre Review of the ARE Systems

4.1
4.1.1

Overview of ARE Process

The activated reactive evaporation (ARE) method was originally developed by Bun-

shah and Raghuram. [42, 43] The ARE process generally involves evaporation of a

metal or alloy in the presence of an activated reactive gas. A gas can be activated
by glow discharge (i.e., a plasma) In the first ARE study, a metal (Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb,

Ta) was deposited by an electron beam source with a reactive gas plasma of

C2H2

to deposit a compound film (TiC, ZrC, HfC, VC, NbC, TaG; respectively).
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the ARE experimental apparatus of Bunshah and

Raghuram. DC plasma is generated in the space between the grounded chamber wall

and a probe where a large positive DC voltage is applied. The plasma is sustained
by electrons emitted from an electron gun. A typical pressure during deposition is
io-4io3 torr. The operating pressure needs to be low enough so that deposits can
be transported across the plasma to the substrate without being excessively scattered

by intervening gas. The original study mainly focused upon the formation of thick
carbide coatings. Subsequent ARE investigations yielded transparent conducting
thin films such as 1n203,

treatment. [44, 45, 46]

1n203

with Sn doping, and ZnO without any post-annealing
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Figure 4.1. A schematic of an activated reactive evaporation apparatus.

The role of the plasma in the ARE process is twofold: to enhance the reactions for

deposition of compound films; to modify the structure / morphology of the deposits.

The rate-controlling steps in the reactive evaporation process may be understood in
terms of the following four conditions: [47]

1. adequate supply of reactant,
2. adequate collision frequency,

3. the rate of chemical reactions at the reaction interface, and
4. the rate of removal of the reaction products from the reaction interface.

Condition 1, 2, and 4 are relatively easy to satisfy in a reactive evaporation. Note
that the collision frequency depends on the mean free path, .\, of molecules, which is
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inversely proportional to the partial pressure of the reactive gas shown in Eqn. 4.1:
[30]

kT

(4.1)

\/7td2P

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, d is the molecular diameter and
P is the pressure.

Condition 3, the rate of chemical reaction is usually the most relevant ratelimiting step in ARE. Chemical reaction rates often follow Arrhenius equation: [48]

(4.2)

R_R0ekT

In Eqn. 4.2, R is the rate constant,

R0

is the frequency factor, k is Boltzmann's

constant, and Ea is the activation energy. The plasma in the ARE process strongly
enhances this reaction process by providing the necessary activation energy to the
active species. The effect of plasma activation on the reaction rate is clearly demon-

strated by a series of TiC coating studies. [42, 43, 47] It is reported that without

activation, either that TiC is not formed on a substrate, or that TiC is formed at a
very low deposition rate of 1 to 1.5

A/s

on a substrate at 300 500 °C; at a higher

deposition rate, the deposit contains only Ti. When the substrate temperature is
elevated above 1000 °C, a higher deposition rate of TiC is achieved. This result is

predictable from the Arrhenius equation, Eqn. 4.2. In contrast, with C2H2 plasma
activation, TiC is deposited at about the 670

A/s

on a substrate at 450 °C. These

findings indicate that the plasma provides sufficient energy to the reacting species to

overcome the activation energy barrier.

In order to understand the role of the plasma on determining the overall growth
kinetics of film deposition, Bunshah and Deshpandey propose a 3-step vapor phase
deposition model: [49]

Step 1. creation of deposition species,

Step 2. transport from source to substrate, and
Step 3. film growth on substrate.
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Within the above framework, they examine the roles of plasma activation on the film

growth in the ARE process at each step in comparison to reactive sputtering.

Step 1: Plasma-source reaction
In ARE, the vapor species are created by heating the source materials, and the
evaporation rate varies as the vapor pressure of the depositing material. Therefore,
this process is not influenced by plasma activation. However, for reactive sputtering,

vapor species are generated by momentum transfer from bombarding ions to the

target atoms, and the sputtering rate is dependent upon the power input to the
target from the plasma. In addition, during reactive sputtering, a 'target poisoning'
phenomenum is often observed as a result of undesired reaction of the metal-reactive

gas and the metal containing target.

Step 2: Plasma interaction during transport
During transport of deposition materials from the source to the substrate, various reactions can occur as a result of interaction between the plasma and the vapor species.

Among them, reactions of importance are electron-impact excitation, ionization, and

dissociation. The rate of electron-molecule reaction can be described by Eqn. 4.3:
[50]

R

T'eKi[A]

K = ()fEf(E)(E)dE
where

ne

(4.3)
(4.4)

is the electron concentration, K is the rate constant, [A] is the concentra-

tion of material A, me is the electron mass, f(E) is the electron distribution function,
and

a2

(E) is the collision cross-section for the particular reaction. These equations

indicate the dependence of the plasma reaction on the electron energy and its distribution. It is advantageous if the deposition system allows for independent control of
the electron energy from other deposition process parameters such as pressure, input
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power to the target and source. Such independent control of the electron energy is

achieved in the ARE system, whereas in the reactive sputtering, it is not possible
since the electron energy, pressure, and target voltage are inter-related.

Step 3: Plasma-substrate interaction
Substrates exposed to a glow discharge are bombarded by neutrals, ions, and electrons which enhance modification of the film morphology. The effect of bombarding

species depends upon process parameters and the physical location of the substrate.
In the ARE system, the substrate can be placed either within or outside of the plasma

zone. If the substrate is outside of the plasma region, the deposition rate is reported
to be reduced drastically. [49]

4.1.2 ARE System Variants
ARE consists of two major components; generation of activated species and evap-

oration of deposition materials. Evaporation is performed either with an electron
beam source or with a resistively-heated source. Various methods may be used to

accomplish plasma generation: internally generated plasmas (DC / RF diode, RF
inductive) and remote / electrodeless plasmas, which are frequently referred to as
high density plasmas (HDPs). Although most published literature describes internally generated plasma techniques, it is highly likely that HDP ARE systems will
be employed in the future to obtain high deposition rates and flexibility in exploring
the stoichiomery of new compound films. Therefore, two internally generated plasma

ARE system variants with the internally generated plasma (ARE with a resistively-

heated source, and ion plating) are reviewed after a brief introduction to four types
of HDP configurations (ECR, helicon, helical resonator, and inductive sources) which

could be incorporated to an ARE system.
Figure 4.2 is an example of an ARE system using a resistively-heated evaporation source. [51] Thermal evaporation is much less expensive to implement than its

E-beam counterpart, as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is also more convenient to thermally
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evaporate materials with a low melting point and a high vapor pressure. In this con-

figuration, the reaction is enhanced via a plasma internally generated by injecting
low energy electrons from a heated tungsten emitter filament towards a low-voltage

anode assembly. An external magnetic field is employed to confine the plasma and

-

enhance the reaction by inducing electrons to move into a spiral path, hence increas-

ing the probability of ionization. In the plasma generation region, a box of stainless

steel is inserted to aid in the confinement of the plasma under the substrate.

Vacuum chamber

Radiant heater

Substrate

Magnet

- Shutter

I

Magnet

_________ Gas inlet

Sliless

eel

b0Xe

N

N

Evaporation
source

To pump

Figure 4.2. A schematic of an ARE system with a resistively-heated source.

Reactive ion plating is another ARE variant in which the substrate is negatively
biased to attract positive ions. Figure 4.3 shows an ion plating employing an induc-

tively coupled RF discharge for plasma activation. [52] Use of an RF power source
enables the discharge to be more stably sustained and more highly ionized than with
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a DC discharge. The ion plated films have superior adhesion and corrosion / wear
resistance properties, hence its use in mechanical coating.

Vacuum chamber

Variabic

Gas

Figure 4.3. A schematic of an ion plating ARE system which uses an RF inductively-coupled discharge.

Figure 4.4 presents four types of HDP sources that can be integrated in future
ARE systems. These plasma sources are chararacterized as remote, electrodeless,
low pressure (2-5 mtorr), and high density (ne=1O"-1O'2 cm3). [48, 53]
For the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) source shown in Fig. 4.4 (a), electro-

magnet coils surrounding the cylindrical source chamber generate an axially-varying
DC magnetic field. Microwave power is injected axially through a dielectric window

into the source plasma at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. The resonance frequency of the
electron

(w0 =

qB/me) matches this microwave frequency when the magnetic field
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Figure 4.4. Four types of high-density plasma (HDP) sources: (a) Electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR), (b) Helicon, (c) Helical resonator, and (d) Inductive.

has a value of 875 Gauss. Because of this cyclotron resonance condition, the gyrating

electron rotates in phase, seeing a steady electric field over many gyro-orbits.

For the helicon source shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), a weak DC axial magnetic field
along the RF-driven antenna near the dielectric cylinder forms the source chamber
and allows excitation of a helicon wave within the source plasma. Helicon waves are
a superposition of low frequency whistler waves propagating at a common angle. The

helicon mode energy is believed to be transferred to plasma electrons as the resonant
wave-particle interacts.

Figure 4.4 (c) shows a helical resonator, where the external helix and conducting

cylinder surrounds the dielectric discharge chamber and support an electromagnetic

wave. Efficient coupling of RF power to the plasma is achieved by excitation of a
resonant axial mode.

Figure 4.4 (d) displays an inductively coupled source, where the plasma acts as

a single-turn lossy conductor that is coupled to a multi-turn non-resonant RF coil
across the dielectric discharge chamber. Inductive coils can be driven by a 13.56 MHz,

50 ohm RF power supply through an inductive matching network. They also can
be driven push-pull using a balanced transformer. Inductive sources have potential
advantages over other high density sources, including simplicity of concept, no DC

magnetic field requirement, the use of RF rather than a microwave source power,
and nonresonant source operation. Inductively coupled RF systems enable efficient
power absorption over a wide range of source parameters, even though they provide

a less dense plasma than an ECR or a helicon.

4.2

In-house Development of ARE Equipment

An ARE system is useful for synthesizing new compound films due to its high deposition rate and flexibility of changing film stoichometry by independently controlling

the plasma energy of the reactive gas and the heat energy applied to the evaporation source. Therefore, an ARE system appears to be attractive for ACTFEL oxide
phosphor development.

Most oxides phosphors are refractory in nature thus, they cannot he evaporated

using a simple resistively-heated evaporator. If plasma activation is augmented to
an existing thermal evaporator, high quality oxide phosphors may be readily evap-

orated. During the early stages of new phosphor synthesis, the optimal phosphor
stoichometry and luminescent impurity concentration may not be known. ARE is

a useful method for phosphor develpment since stoichiometry and impurity con-

centration may be readily varied. In this respect, ARE is more efficient than RF
magnetron sputtering since the latter requires target synthesis, many hours of target
conditioning, and a new target for every change in luminescent impurity concentra-
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tion. Additionally, the high deposition rate of ARE is highly desirable since this

results in a higher throughput, and less contamination of the deposited film.
In this thesis work, an ARE system is developed in-house at Oregon State University for ACTFEL oxide phosphor synthesis. The type of ARE system realized is

largely due to the fact that two major system components are available in-house;
a CVC-164D thermal evaporator and a microwave ion source. The ion source was
donated by U.S. Army Research Laboratory at Adelphi, MD.
The CVC-164D thermal evaporator is very similar to the diffusion pumped vac-

uum evaporator shown in Fig. 2.7. It is originally equipped with a quartz bell jar,
a liquid nitrogen baffle, diffusion and mechanical pumps, and a pair of electrodes
for thermal evaporation. During system development, almost all of the thermal cva-

porator components on the thermal evaporator were replaced or modified due to
either malfunctioning or system enhancement. Features added to the CVC-164D
evaporator during the ARE equipment development are summarized in Table 4.1.
The original ion source was designed for ion sputtering and etching. However, in
the in-house developed ARE system it is mounted at the back side of the base plate of

the thermal evaporator. A schematic diagram of the ARE system developed in-house

is shown in Fig. 4.5. The diagram does not include AC and DC power connections,

connections to instrument gauges and meters, cooling water for the ECR source, a
thickness crystal monitor, and a diffusion pump.
A detailed description of each system enhancement is given as follows.

4.2.1

Vacuum System

Both the diffusion pump (PVM-100-CV-164D) and the roughing pump (Edward
E2M40) are thoroughly cleaned before their pumping fluid is converted from hydro-

carbon oil to perfluoropolyether oil. Perfiuoropolyether oil is known by trade names

such as Fomblin or Krytox. Perfluorination means that the full substitution of the
hydrogen atoms with fluorine in the organic compounds. The usefulness of these
fluids lies in their being inert to many of the more aggressive chemicals, among them
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Figure 4.5. A schematic diagram of the in-house ARE system.
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Table 4.1. A summary of features added to the original CVC-164D evaporator
during the development of the in-house ARE system.
Features

Original CVC-164D

In-house ARE equipment

Plasma source

N/A

ECR source

Flow controller

N/A

UHV leak valve

Pump fluid

Hydrocarbon

Perfluoropolyether

Pump fluid filteration

N/A

Mist filter

Thermal source

Single source

Triple sources

Substrate heater

N/A

Halogen lamp heater

Thickness monitor

N/A

Quartz crystal monitor

Substrate plate

Single substrate

Double substrates

Heater controller

N/A

Microprocessor based

controller with a solid state relay

oxygen and halogens. [54] With Fomblin oil, the amount of oxygen gas fed to the vac-

uum chamber can be adjusted at will without any concern of combustion or burning

of the pumping fluid. This is critical in ACTFEL oxide synthesis using oxygen gas.

The diffusion pump in the ARE system approximately requires 400 cc of Fomblin
fluid to operate at a reasonable pumping speed.
As Table 4.1 shows, the CVC-164D system is modified from a single-source to a
multi-source deposition system which allows for co-evaporation of ACTFEL phosphor

host materials and luminescent impurities. The transformer / variac configuration
supplies a maximum current of 100 A for each of the three electrodes. The existing
system can be modified to provide more current if more current drive is desired for
deposition of more refractory oxide materials.
In order to monitor the deposition rate, a 5 MHz-crystal sensor (Leybold Inficon

standard model) with a thickness monitor (Maxtek model TM-350) is connected in
series with a sensor oscillator (Maxtek SO-lOU). The sensor head is connected to the
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Microdot connector inside of the vacuum chamber. The sensor head also connects
to a 6-inch coaxial cable to the feedthrough's external BNC connector. The coaxial
cable cannot exceed 60 inches for proper signal transmission.

4.2.2 UHV Leak Valve
A variable leak valve (Granville-Phillips model 203) is utilized to control the reactive
gas flow and the chamber pressure of the in-house ARE system. The 203 leak valve is

specifically designed to satisfy the needs of a wide range of flow control in ultra high

vacuum (UHV) applications. Conductance of the variable leak valve ranges from
0.4 liter/sec to 1011/sec. Throughput of this valve is dependent upon the inlet and

outlet pressure. Either port A or port B of the leak valve can be interchangeably
used as long as the inlet pressure does not exceed the prescribed niaximum inlet

pressure; 25 psi for port A, and 200 psi for port B. These specification must be
followed strictly, otherwise the diaphragm in the valve will be severely damaged and

would need to be replaced. Under high vacuum, it is recommended that the reduced

inlet pressure should be used. [55] In the ARE system, port A is used as a gas inlet
connecting to a gas cylinder, and port B is connected to the gas feed line of the ECR
plasma source.

A variable leak valve is more preferred for pressure and flow control rather than

a conventional mass flow controller. The chamber pressure and gas flow rate need

to be varied dynamically during the ARE process through a manual control for
the following two reasons. First, for plasma ignition the pressure in the ECR source
needs to be raised by increasing the gas flow. Once the plasma is ignited, the chamber

pressure is lowered via the leak valve. Second, during the ARE process, the chamber

pressure often decreases because of activated species reacting with the metal vapor.

This pressure drop sometimes needs to be compensated by increasing the gas flow.
Hence, this leak valve is a critical component for dynamically regulating the pressure.

A counter mounted on the leak valve is used to set the approximate gas flow
rate. However, the leak valve is a precision pressure controller. The gas flow rate
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Figure 4.6. (a). A gas connection diagram for a Tylan MFC Model F-260 unit. (b).
Electrical connection schematic to a 20 pin cardedge of a Tylan MFC Model F-260.

reproducibility is not expected below iO

liter/sec due to hysteresis associated with

metal-to-metal seals.
The leak valve is characterized by DC biasing a mass flow controller (MFC) and

reading the output control voltage with a voltmeter, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The MFC

unit is powered up approximately one minute after + 15 DC volts are applied to
pin 4 and F, as indicated in Fig. 4.6. The applied DC voltage at pin A controls the
opening of the internal valve in the MFC. When 5 VDC is connected to pin A, the
internal valve becomes fully open. With gas flowing and electrical connections made,

the output DC voltage from pin 3 is measured with a voltmeter. The output voltage
ranges from 0 to 5 V corresponding to 0-100 percent of the MFC rating. The output
voltage and the percentage of the gas flow are linearly related. Hence, using Eqn. 4.5

permits to estimate the flow rate of gas under study. [56]
Gas flow rate =

Output voltage
* Rating of MFC * GCF
5 V full scale

(4.5)

where GCF is a gas correction factor. The GCF is a function of the specific heat,
density, and molecular structure of a gas. If an MFC is not calibrated for a gas
under study, the GCF of the gas needs to be used relative to the calibration gas of
the MFC. Otherwise, one may set the GCF to 1. For example, if a MFC is calibrated

for nitrogen, the GCF for nitrogen in Eqn. 4.5 is 1. The MFC unit can be used to
measure the

flow

rate of other gases such as Ar,

02,

N20 and NH3 with GCFs of

1.37, 1.00, 0.71, and 0.73, respectively. [56]

This process is repeated at a series of counter values on the leak valve to gain
insight to the flow characteristics. The leak valve in the ARE system is characterized
for 02 gas using a Tylan MFC Model FC-260F whose rating is 100 sccm for N2 gas.

A characteristic curve of the estimated 02 flow rate is plotted as a function of the

valve counter, as shown in Fig. 4.7. A highly non-linear behavior of the

flow

rate

flow

rate

with the valve counter value is shown.
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Figure 4.7. Model 203 UHV leak valve counter versus measured oxygen
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4.2.3

Substrate Plate / Holders

A new design of a substrate plate is implemented in the ARE system. This design
allows users to deposit two films of similar stoichometry during a single run. With
this configuration, three possible dual film deposition are possible: 2 glass substrates;

2 silicon substrates; 1 glass and 1 silicon substrate. This feature is useful in the
following situations.

annealing experiments at different temperatures
fluxing / concentration studies
destructive thin film analysis
checking film uniformity on an ellipsometer
Dual deposition of a silicon wafer and a glass substrate is probably most versatile.

A silicon substrate is easily divided into 4 pieces after film deposition. Each piece
can be used for annealing experiments at a different temperature.

ACTFEL oxide film synthesis often requires annealing after which it may be
examined for photoluminescence (PL) under UV excitation. If the ACTFEL oxide
phosphor is known to have a correlation between EL and PL performance, this will

provide a rough estimate of the EL potential of post-annealed films. This methodology allows researchers to quickly determine if the impurity / fluxing concentration
needs to be increased or decreased.

Figure 4.8 shows the new design layout of a dual substrate plate and substrate

holders. A dielectric substrate plate is designed to accomodate two rectangular
substrate holders. The dielectric plate is fabricated from machinable silica ceramics
purchased from McMaster-Carr. A substrate heater is placed on this dielectric plate.

Each substrate holder is made from two pieces of a copper block; a base block
and a cover plate. The base block has a small groove to insert a k-type armored
thermocouple cable manufactured by Omega Engineering. The cover plate is screwed

into the base block with copper screws to ensure that the thermocouple probe is
directly contacted to a sample substrate.

Aluminum silicate
ceramic plate

K-type
armored cable
thermocouple

Red: alomega

Silicon
substrate holder

(-)

Glass
substrate holder

Yellow: chromega

(+)

Figure 4.8. Layout of a dual substrate plate and substrate holders.

4.2.4

Substrate Heater / Controller

A substrate heater is constructed with a halogen lamp and an aluminum enclosure
box, as shown in Fig. 4.9. This is a slight modification of the halogen lamp heater
fabricated by Keir [33] for his electron beam evaporation system. This type of heater
is suitable for ACTFEL device fabrication since it is inexpensive and simple to build,
and is less susceptable to contamination from the heating element due to its enclosure

of the filament in an evacuated glass tube. The size and geometry of the aluminum

enclosure box are selected according to the size of the substrate holder and the
ceramic lamp housing of the halogen lamp. A set of the ceramic lamp housings from

a flood light fixture manufactured for home garage use, which can be purchased at a

hardware store. Such a lamp fixture is normally attached to an electrical connection

with fiber-glass insulated wires. For coupling the insulated wire to AC power via
an electrical feedthrough, an inline barrel connector is utilized, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

This type of connector manufactured by Kurt J. Lesker, is found to be useful in the

construction of circuits for a substrate heater and a temperature controller.
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Figure 4.9. Side-view of a halogen lamp heater.

control circuit

of four

components:

alomega thermocouple, a CN76000 temperature controller, a solid state relay, and
a halogen lamp heater. The thermocouple and temperautre controller are manufactured by Omega Engineering, and the relay by Carlo Gavazzi. The detailed electrical

pin layout is shown in Fig. 4.10. [57, 58] The maximum controllable temperature of
the controller is about 1300 °C. However, use of a halogen lamp limits the maximum

temperature to approximately 600 °C. The CN76000 unit is equipped with PID con-

trol capability by outputting an analog current (4 to 20 mA) to a solid state relay for
switching the applied voltage to the heater proportionally with the provided control

current. Additional features on the controller are the capability of programming a
user-defined ramp and soak time as well as the remote control capability with RS485

protocol by connecting pins 11 and 12 to a personal computer.

CN7600
Temperature controller
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Carlo Gavazzi
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Figure 4.10. A circuit schematic of a CN76000 temperature controller, a solid state
relay, and a halogen heater for controlling the substrate temperature.

4.2.5 ECR Plasma Source
Microwave power in the ARE system is generated by a MicroNow microwave power

oscillator, Model 420B1. High voltage DC is used to drive a magnetron source
coupled to the discharge by a coaxial cable where microwaves propagate through the

insulator between the inner and outer conductors. The system generates a maximum
incident power of 500 W at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. However, it is not recommended

to apply a microwave power higher than 300 W due to the use of coaxial cables with
N-type connectors. [59]
A block diagram of the microwave circuit in the ARE system is given in Fig. 4.11

A circulator is connected to the output port of the microwave power supply unit.
The role of the circulator is to route microwave signal from one port of the device to

another. [60] Any microwave energy that is reflected from the ECR source goes to

port 3 of the circulator, where it is absorbed in a high-power dummy load resistor
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Figure 4.11. A block diagram of the microwave circuit for the ARE system.

of 50 ohm, therefore, protecting the microwave oscillator from the reflected power.
Microwaves are fed to the ECR source by an antenna.

One of the most critical operations during microwave plasma generation is to

measure the reflected power and to tune the mismatched load impedance with a
tuning element in order to compensate for the mismatch in order to maximize the
power into the ECR source. The impedance, Z, of a microwave transmission line is

the ratio of the electric field and magnetic field. With no reflection, Z is constant
along the transmission line and the impedance is called the characteristic impedance,
Z0.

In the ARE system, a coaxial cable with a type N connector is used and its

characteristic impedance is designed to be 50 ohm. [61] A sliding tuner is used to
correct the mismatched impedance by adding a capacitor to cancel out inductance

so that the total reactance is nulled.
Figure 4.12 shows the cross-sectional view of an ECR source in the ARE system.

Since this ECR source is originally designed for ion etching and sputtering, there
are two ion grids; an extraction grid, and a suppression grid with electrodes for the
application of high voltage DC. These grids are still required in the ARE process for

plasma generation. Without them, the pressure inside the source cannot be sufficiently raised for plasma ignition. The ECR source needs to be water-cooled during
the ARE process to avoid overhearing. The antenna is shielded with an alumina cup
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and shield. The alumina cup protects the antenna from direct interactions with the
high density plasma, such as ion bombardment and radiation heating. The alumina
shield is held at high temperature to avoid coating of a plasma product on its surface

and to prevent microwaves from propagating into the plasma generation zone. This
alumina shield needs to be replaced after tens of hours of operation as it is inevitable

for the shield to be fully coated with deposited material. [59]
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Figure 4.12. A diagram of the ECR source in the ARE system.
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Chapter 5
Fabrication and Characterization of Ga203:Eu ACTFEL Devices

This chapter describes experimental results from ACTFEL oxide phosphor devices

fabricated using the ARE system. The fabricated devices are characterized using
electrical and optical methods as well as thin film characterization techniques described in Chapter 3. Among many possible ACTFEL oxide phosphors, this thesis
work focuses on Ga203 since it is a relatively simple binary oxide; hence it is a logi-

cal choice as an initial material to study when employing a new deposition system.

In addition, Ga203 is an interesting material for investigating the relationship between luminescent properties and the crystallinity enhanced though post-annealing,
as reviewed in Chapter 2.

5.1
5.1.1

Literature Review of Ga203
Material Properties and Applications

Gallium has only one stable oxide at high temperatures above 870 °C, namely /3Ga203. [62] Due to its high melting point, Ga203 exhibits excellent thermal and

chemical stability up to 1000 °C. For this reason, Ga203 films have a wide range of

applications in the fields of optical coatings, electronics, and optoelectronics. Polycrystalline semiconducting Ga203 is considered to be a promising material for high
temperature gas sensors. The electronic properties of /3-Ga203 vary from an insula-

tor to a conductor when exposed to certain oxidizing or reducing atmospheres. In
sensor applications with reducing gases, the effect of absorbed molecules onto the
polycrystalline grain walls is used, while oxygen sensing at high temperatures is re-

lated to the thermal equilibrium of the 0 vacancy concentration with the 02 partial
pressure. [63] In addition, Ga203 has been considered for dielectric/Ill-V semicon-

ductor interface passivation with low density of interface states. The Ga203/GaAs
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interface has a very low optical reflectivity and a low surface recombination velocity

compared to the A1203/GaAs interface. [64] Furthermore, Ga203 films are reported

to be suitable as antireflective films for glass or quartz glass. [65] The refractive
index of specially prepared

Ga2 03

thin films is much smaller than that of other con-

ventional optical thin films such as MgF2. Ga203 films have useful applications in
optical coatings such as lenses of complex optical systems, photographic objectives,

and microscopes. Table 5.1 summarizes the material properties of

3-Ga2O3.

Table 5.1. Material properties of /3-Ga203.
Material property

Parameter

Melting point

1900 °C

Band gap

4.79 eV // b axis and 4.52 eV // c axis [22],
4.23 eV [66], 4.6 eV [67]

5.1.2

Band gap type

direct [22]

Crystal structure

Monoclinic

Dielectric constant

10.2 [68]

lonicity

0.6 [63]

Index of refraction

1.25 [65], 1.60 [67]

Ga203:Eu as an ACTFEL Device

Ga203 is a promising ACTFEL oxide phosphor host material, as reviewed in Chapter

2. Mn and Eu are effective luminescent impurities in Ga203 as evident from their

demonstrated EL brightness. Mn emits green EL and Eu red EL, as summarized
in Table 2.4. Ga203:Mn is reported to exhibit much brighter EL than its Eu counterpart at a lower threshold voltage. However, Ga203:Mn also requires much higher
annealing temperatures in order to attain these reported brightnesses, which necessitates the use of quartz glass or ceramic substrates for device fabrication. In contrast,
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Ga203:Eu is reported to reach optimal EL brightness at 600 °C by furnace-annealing,

as discussed in Chapter 2. If these annealing trends also apply to ARE-deposited

thin films, (previous work employed reactive RF magnetron sputtering) it may be
possible to fabricate Ga203 ACTFEL devices on Corning 7059 glass substrates. For

this reason, this thesis work primarily focuses on the fabrication and characterization of Ga203:Eu phosphors. Examination of Table 5.1 and Table 2.3 indicates that
Ga203 satisfies all the phosphor host material requirements, but that there is a large

mismatch in the ionic radii between Ga (0.61 A) and Eu (1.17

A),

which poses some

concern for incorporation of the luminescent impurity into the host lattice.

5.2
5.2.1

Fabrication of Ga203:Eu by ARE
Substrate Preparation

Three types of substrates are used to deposit ACTFEL phosphor layers in this study.

One is a 1"xl" Corning 7059 glass substrate with ITO / ATO layers. The others are

a 2" diameter silicon substrate and a 1"xl" fused silica substrate, as described in
Chapter 3. These substrates are ultrasonically cleaned in three solutions of acetone,

methanol, and DI water in this order. Each cleaning step lasts one minute and after

the final step, the substrate is completely dried with a dry nitrogen gun. Dual film
deposition using these types of substrates is most frequently undertaken in order to
reduce the process development cycle time.

5.2.2

Deposition Condition

Ga203:Eu layers for ACTFEL device applications are deposited by ARE using the
system developed at Oregon State University as shown in Fig. 4.5. The deposition

procedure starts with pump down of the vacuum chamber to a base pressure of 3
x

10-6 torr. The next step is to ignite the

02

plasma using the microwave power

coupled to the ECR source. This process is the most difficult part of the ARE film
deposition procedure. First, 02 gas is introduced into the vacuum chamber via the
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gas feed lines of the ECR source. To attain uniform gas distribution inside the ECR
source, the gas inline is split into two lines at the ECR source entrance. Typically, it
is necessary to raise the chamber pressure to 7 x i0

torr for plasma ignition, which

is measured by an ionization gauge installed just below the gate valve. Since the ECR

source is positioned much closer to the vacuum chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5,

the actual pressure inside the ECR source is estimated to be higher by an order of
magnitude than that indicated by the ionization gauge. Next, the microwave power
is turned on and gradually increased to 250 W. If the microwave power is coupled
efficiently to the ECR source, a pinkish-white 02 plasma is energized immediately.

If not, the impedance in the transmission line and the ECR plasma needs to be
tuned by monitoring the reflected power and adjusting a sliding tuner. Currently,
the reflected power is monitored by examining a DC output voltage from a microwave

diode connected with a directional coupler placed in series with the sliding tuner.
Once plasma ignition is confirmed visually, the microwave power is reduced to

150 W. Also, the 02 flow needs to be decreased so that the ionization gauge shows

about 3 x iO

torr during the deposition. The flow rate of the 02 gas and the

chamber pressure are inter-dependent in the current ARE system due to the lack of a
throttle valve. The 02 gas flow rate is controlled by a UHV leak valve. As indicated in
Fig. 4.7, the 02 flow rate is approximately 10 sccm under stable deposition conditions.

Perplexing problems associated with the reproducibly of establishing plasma
ignition appear to be related to the power coupling, the chamber pressure, the magnetic field, and the applied microwave power. The power coupling efficiency is often

estimated as the ratio of the reflected power over the forward power, PR/PF.

Obvi-

ously, the smaller this ratio, the better the power coupling. Good power coupling is
achieved if this ratio is less than 5%. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the inter-relationship
among parameters influencing the power coupling in an argon plasma. [1} It shows
that the reflection minimum shifts to higher pressure for lower microwave power because less power is required at high pressure to produce the optimum plasma density

for coupling. Assuming that a similar relationship holds for an 02 plasma, one might

predict from Fig. 5.1 that in the ARE process at 150 W of microwave power, the

power coupling is likely to be optimum near the high end of the operating pressure,
but also needs to be low enough to maintain a sufficient mean free path of evaporants

transporting to the substrate. This hypothesis needs to be verified by characterizing

the power input when more precise power measurement instrumentation becomes
available in the ARE system.
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--0-900W
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a.
a.
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0.00

102

Pressure (torr)

Figure 5.1. Power coupling versus neutral pressure and microwave power in argon
with B1O70 G. [1]

Finally, thermal co-evaporation of Ga metal and a Eu source, either
EuCI3,

EuF3 or

is performed. In order to determine the optimum concentration of Eu lu-

minescent impurities, the Eu source needs to start being evaporated and to then
maintain its desired evaporation rate prior to initiation of the Ga metal deposition
since the current ARE system is equipped with only a single quartz crystal to moni-

tor the overall deposition rate and film thickness. The substrate temperature for all

depositions is 300 °C, utilizing the temperature control system shown in Figs. 4.9
and 4.10.
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The maximum Ga203 deposition rate is approximately 2 nm/s in the ARE sys-

tern. The as-deposited film is transparent and insulating. This deposition rate is
substantially higher than the other two instances of reactive evaporation reported in
the literature where Ga203 is deposited using Ga metal and unactivated 02 gas flow

source. [65, 67] Previously reported evaporation rates are 0.2 nm/s and 0.17 nrn/s,
respectively.

5.2.3

Post-Annealing

After Ga203:Eu films are deposited, they are annealed using four types of annealing
methods for ACTFEL device fabrication:

Type 1. furnace annealing at 600 °C in air for 3 hours,

Type 2. RTA (rapid thermal annealing) at 800
Type 3. hydrothermal (steam) annealing at 600

for 2 minutes in

02,

for 3 hours with 02 , and

Type 4. hydrothermal (bomb) annealing at 450 overnight.

Two types of hydrothermal annealing methods are employed to examine the
enhancement of crystallinity at lower annealing temperature. A steam annealing is
performed with the same furnace tube as for the conventional furnace annealing by

flowing a water vapor through an 02 gass flow. The other hydrothermal anneal-

ing experiment is conducted with a bomb furnace located in the OSU chemistry
department.
These annealing temperatures are almost the maximum at which a Corning 7059
glass substrate can withstand, as indicated in Table 2.1. Films deposited on silicon or

quartz substrates are sometimes annealed up to maximum temperature of 1000-1200

°C to examine the crystallinity and PL emission intensity.

Visual examination of PL emission under UV excitation indicates that there is

some correlation between PL intensity and furnace anneaing or RTA treatments.
For comparative analysis, a dual film deposition is used with the new substrate plate
design, as shown in Fig. 4.8, to minimize run-to-run variation of the film stoichometry.

uS]

If some FL emission is observed from the film RTAed at 800 °C, its counterpart at

600°C of furnace annealing usually emits FL with a similar brightness. However,

there is a drastic difference in the uniformity of light emission between the two
films treated by different annealing methods. For the furnace-annealed film, the
luminescent impurity appears to be uniformly diffused as monitored by PL emission

across the substrate. This is not true for the RTAed film in which FL emission
is nonuniform across the substrate. A careful visual observation indicates that the

RTAed film has more surface roughness and is less transparent due to a metallic
glare. Hydrothermally annealed films show very similar trends to conventionally

furnace-annealed one in terms of FL emission under UV excitation.

During the process of electrical characterization, RTAed devices tend to have

catastrophic failure at an applied voltage of about 170 V, and none of the RTAed
devices emit any visible EL. For this reason, ACTFEL devices with

Ga2 03

phos-

phors are exclusively post-annealed by using a conventional furnace annealing or
hydrothermal annealing.

Another noteworthy observation obtained from post-annealing studies is a FL
color shift at very high temperatures on silicon substrates. Above 1000°C, a bluish-

white color is observed under UV excitation, regardless of the type of luminescent
impurity employed (MnF2, MnC12, EuF3, and EuC13). This color shift appears to oc-

cur somewhere between 1000°C and 1100°C. PL brightness increases with increasing

annealing temperature, regardless of the FL color. However, when similar annealing
experiments are undertaken with the use of a quartz substrate or an alumina ceramic
sheet, such a FL color shift is not observed. Hence, it is inferred that the bluish-white

FL color shift is due to some interaction of Ga203 with silicon substrate.

5.3
5.3.1

Thin Film Characterization of a Ga203:Eu ACTFEL Device
Uniformity and Index of Refraction

In order to assess the uniformity of the Eu-doped gallium oxide film deposited by
ARE, five Si wafers are randomly selected from dual-film deposition runs described
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in Chapter 4. A total of twenty-five measurements are taken prior to the postannealing treatment, and the film thickness and index of refraction are measured
using an ellipsometer.

The result shows that the thickness variation within a wafer is about 20%. The

film thickness is strongly dependent upon the distance from the plasma source entrance. Similarly, relatively large variation is observed for the measurements of the
refractive index (nmin= 1.27, nmax=2.O6, 11=1.68, s=0.35). The average index is close

to that found in [67]. A large value of the index is indicative of a significant loss in

the total light energy to be transmitted. Increase in the index of refraction leads to

increase in the reflectance, which results in decrease in transmittance as shown in

Eq. 3.6. The index variation within a wafer indicates that the films are inhomogeneous.

5.3.2

Transmittance and Band Gap

The degree of film transparency is important since an ACTFEL device is an optoelectrical device, and good transparency contributes to successful transmission of EL
emission through film stacks in the device. Prior to the transmittance measurement of
Ga2 03:Eu

film, a blank substrate of a quartz silica is scanned by the spectrometer to

take into account of the multiple reflection due to the substrate effect. Transparency

of as-deposited Ga203:Eu film on a fused silica substrate is measured as shown in

Fig. 5.2. The thickness of this film is about 3000

A,

which is deposited with ARE

by co-evaporation of Ga metal and an EuF3 powder. A maximum transmittance of
94 % is observed in the visible light range.

The absorbance of the film is nieasured to assess the absorption coefficient (ct)

as a function of the photon energy. As reviewed in Chapter 3, the band gap energy

(E9) of a deposited film can be estimated by examining the relationship between

the photon energy and o as expressed in Eq. 3.9. Some researchers [22, 67] plot
either

{hv

'-'s

(cthv)2]

or

[hv

(a x thickness)2]

as

/3-Ga203

allowed transitions. However, in this study three plots of
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Figure 5.2. Transmission spectrum of Ga203:Eu film deposited with ARE.

where -'y=l/2, 2/3, and 2, are explored shown in Fig. 5.3 since it is not clear if the
synthesized material by ARE is in fact

/3-Ga203

with the similar band structure.

Table 5.2. Summary of the estimated band bap energy.
Figure

Transition type

Estimated Eg

Figure 5.3 (a)

direct allowed

4.9 eV

Figure 5.3 (b)

indirect

4.25 eV

Figure 5.3 (c)

direct forbidden

4.4 eV

Figures 5.3 (a), (b), and (c) show a linear extrapolation of [hii

(a x thickness)I

plots at the absorption edge to determine the band gap energy. The results are summarized in Table 5.2. Figures 5.3 exibit an amorphous nature of the film by the
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Figure 5.3. Plots of the photon energy and the absorption coefficient: (a).
a (hu E9)1/2 for direct, allowed transitions; (b). a '-E9)2 for indirect
(hi.'

transitions; (c). a

(hi.'

E9)3/2

for direct, forbidden transitions.

presence of a longer tail to long wavelength. Among them, the direct, allowed transi-

tion model used in Fig. 5.3 (a) appears to fit the absorbance data best. The estimated
optical energy gap from Fig. 5.3 (a) is larger than those reported by other researchers
given in Table 5.1.

The three sets of band gap energies in Table 5.1 are found from

,6-Ga203

thin

films using different deposition methods, hence the crystallinity of each film is different. However, all of the band gap energies are estimated with the direct, allowed
transition model in the similar optical characterization settings. A band gap of 4.79
eV in b-axis and 4.52 eV in c-axis are reported from the single cyrstal

/3-Ga203 film

grown by the floating zone method, which is an enhancement of the Czochralski
growth technique. [22] A band gap of 4.23 eV is obtained from a polycrystalline thin

film of

j3-Ga203

grown by a spray pyrolysis method using

band gap of 4.6 eV is estimated from an amorphous

GaCl3

/3-Ga203

solution. [66] A

film deposited by a

reactive thermal deposition using a Ga metal and 02 gas. [67] Taking into consideration that these different deposition methods yield different estimates of the band

gap energy, a band gap of 4.6 eV may be a more suitable reference for comparison

to ARE films. Because of the goodness of the model fit to the data, and proximity
to the reference band gap energy, 4.9 eV is considered to be the best estimate of the
band gap energy for a Ga203:Eu film deposited by ARE.

5.3.3

Diffraction Patterns and Crystallinity

The purpose of x-ray diffraction analysis in this thesis study is two-fold: (i) to
investigate the effect of annealing methods on the crystallinity of the Ga203:Eu
phosphor, and (ii) to determine the actual chemical nature of the synthesized film.

For all of the x-ray diffraction analysis, the thin films are prepared by ARE using
Ga metal co-evaporated with EuF3 powder onto a fused silica substrate.

Furnace Annealing versus RTA
The first set of x-ray diffraction analyses focuses on a comparison of conventional
furnace annealing and RTA. In this experiment, a total of six films are prepared. Each

film is applied to one of six post-annealing conditions, as listed in Table 5.3. These

six films are prepared using the same deposition rate and substrate temperature
so that the film thicknesses and as deposited properties are as similar as possible.
The duration of the heat treatment is 2 minutes for RTA and 3 hours for furnaceannealing. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the x-ray diffraction patterns for Ga203:Eu films

annealed at various temperatures in a furnace and by RTA, respectively.

Regardless of the annealing methods employed, the deposited films are amorphous below 1000 °C. At an annealing temperature of 1000 °C, the furnace-annealed

film starts to show

/3-Ga203

peaks at around 20=31° and 55°. Similar trends are

also seen for the RTAed film; however it shows much weaker evidence of crystal
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Figure 5.4. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) a fused silica substrate; (b) a Ga203:Eu
film after furnace-annealing at 600°C for 3 hours; (c) a Ga203:Eu film after furnace-annealing at 800°C for 3 hours; (d) a Ga203:Eu film after furnace-annealing at
1000°C for 3 hours; (e) a standard powder diffraction pattern of /3-Ga203; and (f) a
standard powder diffraction pattern of GaO(OH).
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Figure 5.5. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) a fused silica substrate; (b) a Ga2 03:Eu
films after RTA at 600°C for 2 minutes; (c) a Ga203:Eu films after RTA at 800°C for
2 minutes; (d) a Ga203:Eu films after RTA at 1000°C for 2 minutes; (e) a standard
power diffraction pattern of 3-Ga2O3; and (f) a standard power diffraction pattern
of GaO(OH).

Table 5.3. List of annealing conditions for x-ray diffraction analysis.
Condition

Method

Temperature

1

RTA

600°C

2

RTA

800°C

3

RTA

1000 °C

4

Furnace

600 °C

5

Furnace

800 °C

6

Furnace

1000 °C

growth than its furnace-annealed counterpart. The x-ray diffraction patterns ohserved in this study are similar to those obtained by Xiao, Kitai, and their coworkers
for furnace-annealed films. [5, 8] A noteworthy discrepancy in the diffraction pat-

terns obtained in this work is that all of the films deposited by ARE show a strong

peak at 20=22 °. This peak appears to match the powder diffraction pattern of
GaO(OH). Further literature review regarding the polymorphism of Ga203 and its
stability reveals that GaO(OH) exists as a stable phase in the Ga203-H20 system in
the pressure range between 1 atm and 1500 atm, from room temperature to 300°C.
[2, 69] Figure 5.6 describes the transformation relationship among various forms of
Ga203 and its hydrates. In Fig. 5.6, "wet" indicates hydrothermal annealing at water

pressures between 15 and 30,000 psi, and "dry" signifies a heating process in air.
/3-Ga203

is the only stable form of Ga203 in the Ga203-H20 system.

/E1-Ga203

can be obtained when any other form of Ga203 or its hydrate is heated in air above

1000°C or hydrothermally above 300°C. [2] This literature review of the transforma-

tion mechanism contradicts the fact that even after furnace-annealing at 1000°C for
3 hours, a peak of an unstable GaO(OH) hydrate still remains in the x-ray diffraction

pattern. Additional x-ray scanning of a fused silica substrate clarifies the origin of
the peak at 20=22°. In fact, such a peak is a reflection from the amorphous substrate
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Figure 5.6. A diagram illustrating transformation relationships among the forms of
gallia and its hydrates. [2]

itself. An x-ray diffraction pattern of the substrate is displayed in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5
in order to show its effect to the diffraction pattern of the annealed samples.

The transformation diagram shown in Fig. 5.6 indicates the usefulness of hydrothermal annealing in attaining a stable /3-Ga203. If as-deposited gallium oxide
films are either in the form of a-Ga2O3, S-Ga203, or E-Ga203, a hydrothermal anneal

at 300°C may achieve the transformation into

/-Ga2O3

which is normally done at

very high temperature through conventional furnace annealing in air.

Hydrothermal Annealing
Examination of Fig. 5.6 motivates the execution of hydrothermal annealing exper-

iments to investigate whether any enhancement of crystallinity is possible below
600°C. In this experiment, two Ga203:Eu films are deposited via dual-deposition on

Corning 7059 glass substrates coated with ITO/ATO layers. The same deposition

w
condition is applied to prepare these two films as in the first annealing experiment.
One film is annealed in steam at 600°C for 3 hours. The other is annealed in a bomb at

450°C overnight. Figure 5.7 show the x-ray diffraction patterns for hydrothermally
annealed Ga2O3:Eu films. For comparison, the x-ray diffraction pattern obtained

from the furnace-annealed film at 600°C for 3 hours as given in Fig. 5.4 is added to
Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.7 clearly indicates a remarkable enhancement of film crystallinity by
both hydrothermal annealing methods. They both exhibit

3-Ga2O3

peaks at around

29=31°C, 35°C, and 51°C. Although the film annealed at 450° in the bomb shows

slightly sharper diffraction peaks than the one steam-annealed at 600°C, one may
state that these two hydrothermal annealing methods are equally effective in enhanc-

ing the crystallinity of the Ga203:Eu film. PL emission under UV excitation of these
two films are equally bright.

However, close examination of the film surface after hydrothermal annealing
reveals degradation of the film integrity. The film surface becomes more yellow and

partially peals due to moisture introduction.

5.3.4

Composition Analysis and Surface Morphology

Samples of Eu-doped gallium oxide films are analyzed for their chemical composition

at the Electron Microprobe Laboratory at Oregon State University. The samples are

prepared onto a fused silica substrate in the same manner as for x-ray diffraction
analysis, as described in the previous section. Post-annealing of these samples is
either RTA or conventional furnace annealing. The samples are coated with a thin
carbon film prior to electron-probing. Coating of a thin conductive layer is needed

to avoid surface charging since the samples are insulating. X-ray intensities are
analyzed using a Cameca SX5O wavelength dispersive spectrometer. Five or six sites

are probed for each element per sample film. The data obtained from this EMA are

used to study the Eu concentration, and the Ga and 0 stoichiometry. In addition,
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Figure 5.7. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) a Ga2 03:Eu film after furnace-annealing
at 600°C for 3 hours; (b) a Ga203:Eu film after hydrothermally (steam) annealed at
600°C for 3 hours; (c) a Ga203:Eu film after hydrothermally annealing in a bomb at
450°C overnight; and (d) a standard powder diffraction pattern of 3-Ga2O3;

SEM is performed using a Phillips XL 40 scanning electron microscope to investigate

the surface morphology of the films annealed in a furnace at 600°C and 1000°C.

Eu Concentration
From EMA, the quantity,

/

Eu
Eu+Ga'

atomic% is calculated for each probing site. Sum-

mary statistics of the Eu concentration is reported as a function of the post-annealing

treatment in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4. Summary statistics of the Eu concentration.
Method

Temperature

Furnace

600°C

6

.56

.0057

1000°C

5

.63

.0060

Total

ii

.59

.0071

600°C

5

.65

.0122

1000°C

5

.56

.0068

Total

10

.60

.0106

600°C

11

.60

.0101

1000°C

10

.59

.0074

Total

21

.60

.0087

RTA

Total

Num. Sites Mean (at.%)

Std. Dev. (at.%)

A hierarchically nested, mixed factor analysis is employed on the data in Ta-

ble 5.4 to study the variation in the Eu concentration measured from the EMA.
The annealing method is considered to be a fixed effect since only a few annealing

methods are available for this study. In contrast, temperature is taken as a random
effect because different levels of temperature are considered to be a random selection from the full continuum of the temperature range. [70] Statistical computation

is performed using the GLM program in SAS. Figure 5.8 displays the structure of
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hierarchially nested factors. The important sources of variation in this study are annealing methods, annealing temperature within an annealing method, and the EMA
sites which are probed within each film at annealing temperatures.

/N
Furnace

Method

Temperature

10000C

600°C

Probing site
I

/N
RTA

II

I

I

600°C

I

123456 12345

I

Ii

12345

1OO

II

12345

Figure 5.8. Nested factor design in the Eu concentration study.

There are two null hypotheses of interest to be tested in this study. The first
hypothesis is a null hypothesis of no mean difference in the Eu concentration due

to the annealing methods. This test is accomplished by comparing the estimated

effects against the variation in the Eu concentration observed due to a different
annealing temperature within an annealing method. Namely, this is a comparison of

variation between the first and second top hierarchy shown in Fig. 5.8. The second

hypothesis is a null hypothesis of no variance in the Eu concentration due to the
temperature effect within the annealing method. This test is performed by comparing

the variances of the Eu concentration in the films annealed at 600 °C and at 1000
°C within a given annealing method, relative to the measurement variation among 5

or 6 EMA probing sites. In the second hypothesis testing, variance components are
compared between the second and third hierarchy shown in Fig. 5.8.

The first null hypothesis for the effect of the annealing method in the Eu con-

centration fails to be rejected, F(1,2) < 1, p=0.793. Therefore, the observed mean
difference in Eu concentration between the furnace and RTA methods is statistically

insignificant, and the Eu concentration averaged across these methods are taken as
an overall estimate, which is approximately 0.6 atomic%. This is much smaller than
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the optimal Eu content of 1 atomic% reported by Minami and his co-workers [31].
Their experiment shows that EL brightness increases about 1.5 times as they increase

the Eu concentration from 0.5% to 1.0%; then the EL brightness decreases by half
as they further increase it from 1.0% to 1.5%.

The second null hypothesis of significant variance due to different annealing
temperature within the annealing method, is marginally rejected, F(2,17)=3.14, p=
0.069.

Approximately, 68% of the variation is attributed to temperature-within-

annealing method variation. The test result indicates the relatively weak evidence
that the variance of Eu concentration changes depending upon the level of the anneal-

ing temperature within a given annealing method. Close examination of Table 5.4
reveals much larger variation of Eu concentration for the RTAed film at 600° C than

the one at 1000°C, however such variation for the furnace-annealed films is not ap-

parent. This result is consistent with the visual observation of the non-uniformity
of FL emission from RTAed films, compared with the furnace-annealed ones. Sta-

tistical results also indicate that Eu impurities are not uniformly distributed in the
RTAed films. At higher temperatures, Eu diffusion is enhanced, which results in

smaller variation among electron-probing sites for the RTAed film at 1000°C. In con-

trast, for the furnace-annealed film, the variation in Eu concentration is small among

the probing sites regardless of the annealing temperature. It appears that even at
600°C, the Eu impurities are uniformly distributed into the gallium oxide film after
long-duration furnace annealing.

Stoichiometry of Ga and 0
The same data from EMA used for the Eu concentration study is utilized to calculate the ratio of Ga and 0 content in the Ga203:Eu films deposited by the ARE
system, and post-annealed either by RTA or in a furnace. EMA yields an estimated

average stoichiometry of 41.4% Ga and 58.6% 0 of the Ga203:Eu films under the
assumption that the Eu contents are negligible in computation. This result indicates
that the deposited films are slightly deficient in oxygen on the average. The oxygen
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concentration does not vary significantly between the furnace-annealed and RTAed

films. However, there is a small changes in the film stoichiometry as the annealing
temperature increases, as shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5. A summary of Ga and 0 ratio at different annealing temperatures.
Temperature

Ga %

0 %)

600°C

39.3%

60.7%

1000°C

43.4%

56.6%

Gallium oxide films annealed at 600 °C are closer to the desired ratio of Ga of
40% and 0 of 60%.

Surface Morphology
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are SEM images of Eu-doped gallium oxide films deposited by

ARE and post-annealed in a furnace at 600°C and 1000°C, respectively. Annealing

at the high temperature leads to a distinct change in the microstructure of the
gallium oxide film from a smooth to a textured surface. From the x-ray diffraction

pattern shown in Fig. 5.4, it appears that the smooth surface corresponds to an
amorphous layer and the textured surface to a polycrystalline phase. As expected,

grain size increases with annealing temperature. Although it is very difficult to
estimate the grain size from Fig. 5.10, the SEM images reported in several journal

articles [62, 71, 72] are in agreement with the one in Fig. 5.10 to some extent in
terms of the image quality. Therefore, using the reported estimates in [62, 71, 72],
one may roughly approximate the grain size to be in the range of 50 and 100 nm.
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Figure 5.9. An SEM image of a gallium oxide film after furnace-annealing at 600° C
at a magnification of 20,000.

Figure 5.10. An SEM image of a gallium oxide film after furnace-annealing at
1000°C at a magnification of 20,000.
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5.4

Electrical Characterization of a Ga203:Eu ACTFEL Device

A Ga203:Eu phosphor layer is prepared by Ga metal and

EuF3 co-evaporation in

the ARE system onto a Corning 7059 coated with ITO/ATO stack. The thickness

of this phosphor layer ranges from 350 to 500 nm approximately so that it is thin
enough for charge to be transported by applying less than 300 V, yet not too thin
to encounter an immediate breakdown of the device. This phosphor layer is further
furnace-annealed in air at 600°C unless specifically noted in this section.
On some of the phosphor layers, a thin flux layer such as LiF, NaF, KF or KC1,

are thermally evaporated to a thickness of approximately 2% of the oxide phosphor
layer. The role of the flux is speculated to enhance the diffusion of Eu impurities or

to improve the crystallinity of the gallium oxide host. LiF-fluxed ACTFEL devices

do not emit visible EL. Although NaF-fluxed ACTFEL devices emit EL, they are
too dim for optical and electrical characterization.

A Q-V curve of a Ga2O3:Eu, K ACTFEL device at 40V above threshold at a
frequency of 1 kHz is shown in Fig. 5.11. This figure resembles the Q-V curves of a
YVO4:Eu device reported by Maddix [73] and of a Zn2GeO4:Mn device reported by
Keir [33] in that all of these curves lack distinct turn-on voltages where the phosphor
layer starts to conduct an appreciable amount of charge. Thus, all of the charge which
flows is relaxation charge which flows while the voltage is at its maximum value. Very

little charge is being conducted in the device shown in Fig. 5.11 despite the large
applied voltage of 280 V. These electrical characteristics imply that the device under

test is not likely to emit bright EL because very little charge is available for impact
excitation of Eu impurities.

A C-V curve for a Ga203:Eu, K ACTFEL device at 40 V above threshold is
given in Fig. 5.12. This also supports the Q-V results in Fig. 5.11, indicating that
the device barely turns on even at 40 V above threshold due to lack of charge transfer

across the phosphor layer.
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Figure 5.11. A Q-V curve of a Ga203:Eu,K ACTFEL device at 40 V above threshold
and at a frequency of 1kHz.
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Figure 5.12. A C-V plot of a Ga203:Eu,K at Vth 40V ACTFEL device and at a
frequency of 1 kHz.
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A family of Q-F curves of the same Ga203:Eu, K ACTFEL device for Vmax240,

260 and 280 V is displayed in Fig. 5.13. The maximum phosphor field is about 4
MV/cm, which is much larger than that of most ACTFEL sulfide devices, but not so
peculiar for an oxide phosphor ACTFEL device using YVO4:Eu or Zn2GeO4:Mn as
phosphors. [33, 73] These Q-F curves exhibit a relatively large steady-state phosphor
field and they are approximately symmetric for positive and negative phosphor fields.

A very small amount of charge is transported internally across the phosphor layer
despite the high electric field. Ineffective electron emission under high field often
relates to poor crystallinity of the phosphor layer, and lack of internally transferred
charge is often attributed to the existence of subthreshold conduction.
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Figure 5.13. Q-F curves of a Ga203:Eu,K ACTFEL device at
Vth +40V and at a frequency of 1 kHz.

Vth, Vth

+20V, and

Comparison of Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices annealed hydrothermally and in con-

ventional furnace reveals distinctly different electrical properties in their device operation. Hydrothermally-annealed devices (steam and bomb annealing) exhibit sub-
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stantial amounts of subthreshold conduction, starting at a very low applied voltage.
In contrast, furnace-annealed devices tend not to have such subthreshold conduction
below the threshold voltage of approximately 250 V. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show pro-

nounced differences in terms of subthreshold conduction between a furnace-annealed
device in air at 600° C and a hydrothermally annealed device in a bomb at 450° C. Fig-

ure 5.14 indicates an appreciable amount of subthreshold charge transfer even at 50
V of applied voltage. This is a primary cause of poor device operation resulting in a
reduced phosphor field, hence ineffective excitation of luminescent impurities by hot

electrons. Electrical characteristics are almost identical for Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices hydrothermally annealed in two different apparatus. Figure 5.15 demonstrates

the capacitive nature of a furnace-annealed Ga203:Eu ACTFEL device, which is
much more desirable electrical property prior.
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Figure 5.14. Q-V curves of a Ga203:Eu post-annealed hydrothermally in a bomb
at 450°C overnight at a maximum applied voltage of 50, 100, 150, and 200 V and at
a frequency of 1 kHz.
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Figure 5.15. Q-V curves of a Ga203:Eu post-annealed in a furnace at 600°C for 3
hours at a maximum applied voltage of 50, 100, 150, and 200 V and at a frequency
of 1 kHz.

Optical Characterization of Ga2O3:Eu ACTFEL Devices

5.5

Electroluminescence from Ga203:Eu devices deposited by the ARE are summarized

along with deposition conditions in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7. For the purpose of
comparison, luminescence from Ga203:Eu devices reported by Minami
and Stodilka
al.

[8],

et al.

et al.

[31]

[74], which is the improvement of the result reported by Kitai

et

are also included.

Table 5.6. Summary of deposition conditions of Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices used
for electoroluminescence measurements.

ID]

Source

Fluxing

Eu at.%

Thickness]

1

ARE

None

0.6%

4600 A

600 °C

Furnace, 3h

2

ARE

None

0.6%

4300 A

450 °C

Bomb, overnight

3

ARE

KF

0.6%

3000 A

600 °C

Furnace, 3h

4

ARE

KC1

0.6%

3000 A

600 °C

Furnace, 3h

Tanneai_]

Annealing

5

Stodilka

et al.

[74]

None

1.0%

5000 A

500 °C

Furnace, lh

6

Minami

et al.

[31]

None

1.0%

10,000 A

1000 °C

Furnace, 1-3h

Table 5.7. Summary of electroluminescence from Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices prepared in the condition given by Table 5.6.
Vth

]

V at

Lmax

Lmax (cd/rn2)

CIE X

CIE Y

Emission Peak

1

260 V

290 V

.55 (1 kHz)

.64

.34

612 nm

2

260 V

290 V

.38 (1 kHz)

.63

.35

612 nrn

3

240 V

280 V

.31 (1 kHz)

.62

.34

616 nm

4

260 V

290 V

.88 (1 kHz)

.64

.35

616 nrn

5

240 V

480 V

515 (60 Hz)

.64

.36

615 urn

6

210 V

540 V

309 (1 kHz)

.59

.39

NA

All of the Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices yield very dim EL emission. This result
is predictable from the electrical characterization results, indicating the lack of suf-
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ficient internal charge transfer across the phosphor layer. In addition, these devices
have less than optimal Eu impurity concentration, which might be one reason for the
dim EL. The maximum EL brightness is obtained from a furnace-annealed Ga203:Eu

ACTFEL device with KCI fluxing. Hence, KC1 might play a role of enhancing impurity diffusion.

A hydrothermally annealed Ga203:Eu ACTFEL device exhibits a nonuniform EL

emission across its device area. In contrast, all of the furnace-annealed Ga203:Eu
devices emit EL uniformly across the entire device area. This strange EL pattern for

hydrothermally-annealed devices is repeatedly observed from both steam-annealed
and bomb-annealed devices. It is speculated that this phenomenon might be related

to the significant amount of subthreshold conduction. In spite of a tremendous
enhancement of the crystallinity of hydrothermally-annealed devices, their optical
performance is very disappointing.

In terms of EL chromaticity, the ARE-deposited devices emit an orangish-red
color, which is more similar to that reported by Stodilka

et

al. [74] than by Minami

et

at.. [31] Figure 5.16 shows the electroluminescence spectra of a Ga203:Eu ACTFEL

device summarized in Table 5.7. The spectra show a sharp peak near 615 nrn that is
a characteristic signature of Eu due to electronic transitions within the partially filled

4f electronic shell. Additionally, an infrared emission peak at 710 nm is observed,
which is characteristic of Eu transitions.

There is no significant color shift between different devices. These spectra are
almost identical to the one presented by Stodilka

et

at. [74]
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Figure 5.16. The electroluminescent spectra of several Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

6.1

Conclusions

In this thesis work, a majority of the effort is spent in the development of an ARE
system to be used for novel ACTFEL oxide phosphor synthesis. Several enhancements of the original CVC-164D evaporator and the microwave power source have
been undertaken, such as:
Conversion from a hydrocarbon to perfluoropolyether pump fluid for reactive
gas pumping.

The addition of a UHV leak valve and its characterization for gas flow rate
control.

The addition of two more thermal sources for co-evaporation.

The addition of a substrate heater with a temperature controller.
The addition of a quartz crystal monitor for deposition rate monitoring.
The addition of a reflected power monitoring apparatus with a directional cou-

pler and a microwave diode in series with a tuner.

The utility of the developed ARE system is demonstrated by fabrication of
Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices. Ga203:Eu phosphor layers are synthesized by ther-

mal evaporation using a Ga metal and a EuF3 powder in an

02

plasma. The system

is capable of depositing the film at a maximum deposition rate of 2 nm/s, yielding
transparent and insulating films. Optical transmittance measurements indicate that
the film is 94% transparent, and its approximate bandgap ranges from 4.25 to 4.90
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eV. ARE film quality is found to depend upon the degree of the microwave power
coupling into ECR plasma. The uniformity of these films is strongly dependent upon

the substrate distance from the entrance of the ECR plasma source. The variation of
film thickness within a substrate is about 20% with the average index of refraction of

1.68. On average, the Eu concentration is about 0.6 atomic% and the stoichiometry
ratio of Ga to 0 is 0.41, which suggests that these deposited films are slightly oxygen
deficient.

In the synthesis of Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices, various annealing methods have

been investigated for their effects on crystallinity enhancement and device improvement.

Comparing RTA and conventional furnace annealing, Ga203:Eu phosphor layers

remain amorphous below an annealing temperature of 1000°C for both annealing

methods. A furnace-annealed Ga203:Eu phosphor layer shows sharper

/3-Ga203

diffraction peaks at 1000°C than does its RTA counterpart. In addition, the latter
results in non-uniform orangish-red PL emission under UV ligh excitation due to
non-uniform diffusion of Eu impurities. In contrast, furnace-annealed Ga203:Eu
phosphors exhibit uniform orangish-red FL emission. RTAed Ga203:Eu ACTFEL
devices do not emit visible EL.
Comparing hydrothermal and furnace annealing, the crystallinity of a hydrother-

mally annealed Ga203:Eu phosphor is greatly enhanced at a temperature as low as
450°C, which is not observed in furnace-annealed films at 600°C. Despite the remark-

able enhancement of cyrstallinity, the hydrothermally-annealed devices show poor
electrical device characteristics as revealed by a substantial amount of subthreshold
conduction beginning at a very low applied voltage. This may be related to the nonuniform emission of visible EL and low EL brightness of the hydrothermaly-annealed

devices. Thus, good crystallinity alone is not enough to insure the good device performance. Furnace-annealed devices do not show subthreshold conduction, but there

is very little charge transfer across the phosphor of these devices, which may be the
primary reason for dim EL emission.
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LiF, NaF, KF, and KCI are explored as fluxes for Ga203:Eu ACTFEL phosphors.

Of these, KC1-fluxed devices are the brightest yielding a brightness of 0.88

cd/rn2,

CIE coordinates of Xj=0.64, Y=0.35, and an emission peak of 615 nrn.

6.2
6.2.1

Recommendations for Future Work
ARE System Enhancement

There are numerous desirable enhancements to the ARE system that will make it
more robust and versatile for oxide thin film deposition.
1. Microwave power monitoring: The forward and reflected power should be mon-

itored and tuning should be accomplished to achieve maximum power transfer
to the ECR plasma. Current monitoring allows only sampling of reflected power

from the DC output voltage of a microwave diode. A directional coupler with

dual output ports and a matched pair of microwave diodes could be used to
monitor the forward/reflected power ratio. Once this is accomplished, the next

step is to fully characterize the power coupling as a function of the chamber
pressure. This will allow identification of the optimal operating condition of
the microwave plasma in the ARE system.

2. Throttle valve: Currently, the chamber pressure cannot be controlled inde-

pendently of the gas flow rate; addition of a throttle valve would allow for
independent control of pressure and flow rate. Also, it would enable the chamber pressure to be increased for ECR plasma ignition without requiring a large

flow rate. This would reduce the consumption of expensive Fomblin pumping
fluid.

3. An additional film thickness monitor: Addition of a second film thickness mon-

itor would allow better control of the luminescent impurity flux.
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4. An electron-beam source: Addition of an electron-beam source is attractive
since it allows for evaporation of more refractory materials which cannot be
thermally evaporated.

6.2.2

Ga203 ACTFEL Device Fabrication

1. Optimization of the Eu concentration in Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices: Electron
microprobe analysis reveals that the Ga203:Eu ACTFEL devices contain a Eu

concentration of 0.6 %, lower than the reported optimal value of 1.0 %. In
order to increase the EL brightness, the Eu concentration should be optimized.

2. Optimization of annealing temperature and duration for Ga203:Eu ACTFEL

devices: In this study, the furnace annealing temperature and time are set at
600°C and 3 hours, respectively. Additional experiments are recommended to

explore optimal annealing temperature and duration.
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